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Hello Magic Dreamers ... 

Do you think about magic a lot?. 

 

o you watch magicians, observing every little detail of what they 
do, what they say, how they say it, what they wear, what tricks 
they do? 
 

 

• Do you have a magic kit that you spend endless hours on,  
arranging and rearranging? 

• Do you feel "I could do that" if only I had a bit of help? 

• Do you often feel defeated by a lack of confidence? 

• Do you feel that you have untapped abilities? 

• Do you crave guidance and mentoring from someone?  

• Do you already have a job but don't feel satisfied? 

• Do you like the idea of entertaining people but you  
have already taken another path in life? 

• Are you stopped in your tracks simply because you don't know 
where to start? 

 

If you answered yesIf you answered yesIf you answered yesIf you answered yes to most of those questions, then you and I have a 
lot in common. Most likely the greatest difference between you and I is 
that I am a professional magician. This is how I earn my living - it's what 
it says on my tax return - and what a great way it is to earn money. 
 
I love going to work almost every day. 
 
But it was not always the case.  
 
I came into magic later in life with a whole lot of experiences from other 
professions - army sniper, TV cameraman, author - under my belt. This 
previous life experience has let me look at the world of magic with a 
different set of eyes than many other magicians. There are many in this 
industry who became, and stayed, a professional magician at a much 
younger age than me (and I tell you, many of them are so much better 
than me.) 
 
When I started in magic I followed ...  
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convention and amassed a mountain of tricks and applied myself to 
mastering them, assuming that in amongst those tricks, were the ones 
that would make me a good magician.  
 

 
 
 
I joined a magic club; I read and watched as much as I could; I stumbled 
my way through, and with nothing more than trial and lots of error, I 
woke up one morning and decided I'm going to set myself the goal of 
earning a living doing this. I had made the decision.  
 
I was going to be a magicianI was going to be a magicianI was going to be a magicianI was going to be a magician. Exciting isn't it. 
 
I already had some cool tricks, tricks that the magic community had 
convinced me were the hottest ones to be using at that time. With their 
knowledge backing me, I was sure I had cracked the secret code,  that I 
had found those elusive tricks, the ones that turn average magicians 
into great magicians.  
 
Problem was, my audiences didn't share the same enthusiasm. The 
cause of the problem was easy enough to see: those audiences just 
didn't understand good tricks when they saw them.  
 
They hadn't studied the subtleties that go into making a trick a great 
trick. It was a frustrating time of trying to find audiences that 
appreciated my tricks, and my hard earned skills. 
 
As it happened I had always liked sponge balls but never used them, on 
advice from some learned magicians who assured me sponge balls were 



 

 

old hat; everybody has seen sponge balls. I had few sleight of hand skills 
at this stage but decided, on a gut instinct, to put together a basic 
sponge ball routine.     
 

    
    
A strange thing happeneA strange thing happeneA strange thing happeneA strange thing happenedddd; audiences loved the sponge balls. People got 
excited and wanted to be the one to participate in the trick. They would 
tell me , 'oh yes, they had seen this same trick before but PLEASE do it 
again.' 
 
This started me thinking about much of what I had been told, so I 
started look elsewhere for advice. There, to my surprise, was a wealth of 
knowledge on commercial, audience pleasing magic. The common 
theme to most of these writings is: the magician and his/her personality 
is much more important than the tricks they do. This struck a chord with 
me and I investigated further. 
 
I found books by people like Eugene Burger, Darwin Ortiz and Jamy Ian 
Swiss that profoundly changed my outlook, and ultimately, the path I 
was following. 
 

The more I looked around, the more I realised that 4 out of  5 

magicians know a lot about tricks, but know little, if  anything, 

about actually performing those tricks before an audience. 

 
I started to recognise the patterns of unchallenged hierarchy and 
unquestioning compliance of the rank and file, where a few at the top 
dictate the terms and the masses quietly follow. 
 
Inside of me was a burning desire to be able to entertain people with 
magic so I quietly took a radical step. 
 
  
What was it? 
 



 

 

I stopped listening to 95% of the noise aI stopped listening to 95% of the noise aI stopped listening to 95% of the noise aI stopped listening to 95% of the noise around meround meround meround me and became my own 
authority, an expert on the magic that was right for mewas right for mewas right for mewas right for me. The process was 
so simple: if it made audiences happy, it was in; if it didn't it was out. My 
bookings sheet was to be my compass.  

 
I started to get much better much 
faster. I started to notice recurring 
themes like the more direct and 
uncomplicated the tricks were, the 
better reactions I got. I found I could 
use my best classic force, or a one 
way forcing deck, and it made little 
difference to the audience's 
experience. 
 
I also noticed that audiences liked to 
be controlled - it gives them a reason 

to not have to think, it gives their weary minds a break from tiring day to 
day decision making - so I discovered if they trusted me, and enjoyed my 
company, they were happy to let me take them for a fun journey for a 
few short minutes. I was having FUN with my audiences.I was having FUN with my audiences.I was having FUN with my audiences.I was having FUN with my audiences. 
 
The more I went down this path of promoting fun and personality over 
tricks, the better my performances became, and the more bookings I 
got.  
 
I had become a successful children's and family entertainer in my area.  
 
 
In assessing my ten year journey to this point,  I came to this conclusion:  
you don't have to be a sensationally good magician to be an entertaining you don't have to be a sensationally good magician to be an entertaining you don't have to be a sensationally good magician to be an entertaining you don't have to be a sensationally good magician to be an entertaining 
magicianmagicianmagicianmagician. (Look no further than the late Tommy Cooper.)  
 
 

I can hear the dissent rumbling up the valley from many magicians 
but, as you will see, I will fully argue my point throughout this book. 

 
 
Another thing niggles away in the back of my mind: so many people I 
have met throughout my travels, would, in my view, make much better 
magicians than many skilled ones I know. These are people who had 
been good fun in the company of people. I would ask them if they had 
ever done any sort of performing. Often they'd answer, "oh me? no...I 
don't have any talents at all." I would always think, but you do, you do, 
you already have what others like me had to earn the hard way: a 
comfortable and engaging way with a crowd. 



 

 

This is how Julian's Magician School came into being. I was so 
enthusiastic about magic and what you could achieve with it, I wanted 
to share that passion and give people the opportunity to experience 

the confidence boosting benefits of performing magic.  
 

To that end I have tried to take away all the barriers that often stop 
people giving it a go, barriers they turn into convenient excuses. That's 

why everything is easy to do, comes with a way of presenting it and 
costs next to nothing to make. 

 

I would have loved to have given these fun people a few a 
of my no-brainer, sure-fire crowd pleasers because ... 

I reckon if I gave a person with good showmanship skills some basic 
tuition and these basic items: an invisible deck and a one-way forcing 
deck, they would get better reactions from the public than many skilled 
magicians out there today.  
 

Always remember that an audience has no real way of 

assessing whether you are technically good or bad at 

magic. They are the ultimate authority though, on whether 

you are a good entertainer. 

 
The more surprising thing is that much of what I am proposing can be 
learned. I am living proof of that. I've always had a sense of humour but 
am I a funny guy? Not really. Am I comfortable in front of a crowd. I am 
now but I was once terrified. Am I a great magician? I've managed to 
reach the competent range but that's about it. 
 
So the logical conclusion for me is that if someone has only the desire to 
be a magician - and a streak of fun running through them - but neither 
the showmanship skills nor the technical magical skills, then they 
should be able to do it to. I mean I I mean I I mean I I mean I did it, and believe me, I'm nothing did it, and believe me, I'm nothing did it, and believe me, I'm nothing did it, and believe me, I'm nothing 
special.special.special.special.    
 
 
So I reckon if you have a burning desire, then I can show you how to 
make money as a magician. 
 

But let's get one thing straight. 

I think the best thing is to strive for  excellent 

technical magic skills AND  

first rate showmanship skills.  



 

 

If you can achieve both, then you will be a force to be reckoned with. 
Add to that a tenacious personality and good business acumen, then the 
world is your oyster. 
 
My point of difference to the conventional teaching of magic is you don't 
have to achieve a set level of technical mastery before you think about 
performing. In fact, it is to your advantage to get out in front of 
audiences as soon as you can, even if you are a bit shaky. I am simply 
saying that if you understand what people want when they book you - 
strangely it's got little to do with tricks and this is something I will teach 
you - then there is no barrier to you earning money right from the get go. 
 
I say to you, 
 

If you can supply the passion 

 
then I can easily give you a framework of guidance and mentoring that is 
often so hard to find ...  plus I'll make available for you a range of 
routines that will build your confidence FAST.  
 
 
These routines are  

• easy to do 

• audience tested  

• ice-breakers that help in approaching groups 

• attention-getters 

• sure-fire reaction-getting routines that you can put into service 
almost immediately. These are routines that I have personally 
used to earn money. 

• able to implemented in a few weeks or a few years. It's up to you. 
 
 
How's it sounding to you so far? I hope you are excited. Magic is worth 
getting excited about when you start to realise it is more, far more, than 
just a bunch of tricks.  
 
I hope in this book I can convince you of the potential that magic has to 
improve lives; both your own and those of the people you come across, if 
you choose to use it that way. At the very least, you can just put a smile 
on someone's face or a skip into their step for a few moments. 

 

Let's get the obvious question out of the way first... 

 



 

 

Why should you listen to me? 

Writing an introduction full of promises is the easy part. Now all I have to 
do is deliver. As a relative nobody in the world of magic - you won't see 
me listed on the line up at any magic convention - and since I have just 
suggested you don't listen to magicians, it may seem conceited and 
arrogant that I should be writing these words. 
 
But I don't claim to be a card expert , a seasoned Vegas headliner let 
alone the best kids magician around. 
 
I am an expert at I am an expert at I am an expert at I am an expert at leavingleavingleavingleaving a satisfying  a satisfying  a satisfying  a satisfying and full time job to follow my and full time job to follow my and full time job to follow my and full time job to follow my 
dream of being a magiciandream of being a magiciandream of being a magiciandream of being a magician.  
 
I've done it, suffered the pitfalls and learnt the hard way. My pain is your 
gain. Oh how many times I sat with my head in my hands, bemoaning 
that things weren't going as well as I had planned. What I really wanted, 
more than anything, was someone to guide me through all the decision 
making I was faced with. 
 
Can I do this? What tricks get the reactions? What will I call myself? How 
will I advertise?  Do I need a PA system? On and on. It was quite scary. 
 
I had all these questions but no one to answer them. And I know I'm not 
alone. There are many out there in the same situation, feeling the same 
feelings, wanting a helping hand. I'll tell you how I know this ... 
 
Of course there are the emails that come to me through Magician 
School, expressing the same concerns, but there is another real 
indicator, and I see it almost weekly. Every week I am out and about 
doing a public show somewhere. It could be at the opening of a store, a 
community event, a festival. 
 
Even if I am booked to do strolling magic, I always try to do a mini show 
of about 10 minutes in duration. I formed a lot of my approach to magic 
through doing street performing which is a wonderful teacher about 
exactly what does, and doesn't work in front of an audience. 
 
So following the street performing ritual, I make a bit of noise to let 
people know that something is about to happen here, I entice them in 
with the promise of spectacle, I get a tight front row around me and get 
the others to pack in behind. As I usually try to stand on something, even 
to get at least a head higher than the crowd, it gives me a good view as 
to what is happening beyond my immediate crowd.  
 
And it's there that I see them ... 
 



 

 

 
Standing just a little further 
back will always be at least one 
male (occasionally a female), 
his arms crossed, safely 
watching from a distance. Not 
so much watching, but more 
studying me. Many of these 
people would be thinking to 
themselves, I wonder if I could 
do that. The reason I can spot 
them so easily is these people 
are ... me ... 20 years ago. I 
used to do exactly the same. I 
loved watching street 
performers from that safe 
distance, imagining if I could 
ever stand in front of a crowd 
and entertain them. Luckily for 
me I made the leap.  

 
I did it, I became a successful local magician, working in the city I 
choose to live. I make a good living, have a nice house, can go on 
holidays and don't get too stressed about work and I'm NEVER bored. 
 

Most of all I'm living the dream.  
 
I left my job and became a magician...it's the classic run away and join 
the circus-type-story. So the only thing I am going to claim to be an 
expert on is that. I was a relatively beginner magician, who now earns earns earns earns 
moremoremoremore,,,, than many far more experienced magicians. 
 
And by and large, I was able to do it once I opened my eyes and 
devalued the importance of tricks. Not that I don't love the fun of 
learning another trick; I do. Like most beginners I immersed myself in 
the tricks as they themselves were the holy grail. The more tricks you 
had at your disposal, the better magician you must be. It's almost a right 
of passage for the magic world.  
 
Why listen to me? Because I now understand how the system workshow the system workshow the system workshow the system works.  
Do you want to know? 
 
Whether you are 10 years old or 60 sixty years young, don't die 
wondering if you could do it? 
 
 
But there's something else you should know about me ... 



 

 

 
 
 
You wouldn't think so now because I get up and perform and speak in 
front of hundreds of people at a time but for MANY years of my life I 
suffered the burden of shyness. I hated it. It felt like I was going through 
life with the park brake on.  
 
I, like many, searched for help to get over the shyness hurdle and do you 
know what? I got so mad. List after list of tips for overcoming shyness. 
Words written and spoken by well meaning people but they were just 
that, words. Mainly explanations as to why I was shy. That made me 
even madder. I didn't care for long winded explanations as to why I was 
shy,  
 

I just wanted NOT to be shy. 
 
So I looked for my own answers and I found the magician's world 
provided many. Not just tricks but all the funny bits, visual props, 
audience management and attention getting techniques. This has all 
helped me, step by step, improve my own situation. This knowledge is so 
useful, so practical that I want to share it with you. 
 
Strange but true. You can overcome shyness with the help of secrets 
that magicians have used for centuries. I'm not talking about tricks here 
(though I will share some of those with you), I'm talking about the REAL 
secrets of how to spark someone's attention in you, engage them and 
hold their attention, then leave them with something special that they 
can remember you by. 

That's one of the big surprises that I found a few years into my magical 
career: I waI waI waI wasn't just learning magic tricks, I was learning some of the sn't just learning magic tricks, I was learning some of the sn't just learning magic tricks, I was learning some of the sn't just learning magic tricks, I was learning some of the 
most important life skillsmost important life skillsmost important life skillsmost important life skills.  

Had I dropped magic early on, I would have still had some party tricks 
that I could have performed forever and a day. More important is the 
confidence you gain to be able to stand up in front of a group. Whether 
you are a CEO or a student, your ability to communicate your ideas will your ability to communicate your ideas will your ability to communicate your ideas will your ability to communicate your ideas will 
enable you move ahead in leaps and boundsenable you move ahead in leaps and boundsenable you move ahead in leaps and boundsenable you move ahead in leaps and bounds. You are on your way to 
being able to overcome shyness. 

But this is where it just keeps 

getting better ...  



 

 

 

 

Not only can learning magic improve your life, performing magic gives 
you the opportunity to truly affect other people's lives. In an increasingly 
insular world this can be a wonderful thing. 

My first taste of this happened in 2001. I was performing for Greenslopes Primary 
School. Midway through the show a young boy of about eight started convulsing. The 

teachers rushed in and I kept the show going to distract the attention of the other 
students. After a minute the teachers retreated. The young boy seemed alright and 

the show continued. Afterwards I asked what had happened. 
The school took in many refugee children who needed help assimilating into the 
Australian community. This little chap was from the war torn Former Republic of 

Yugoslavia and arrived with lots of inner conflict and issues. The teachers were very 
concerned for him as during the three months at the school he was withdrawn and 

hadn't ever smiled. As it happened his convulsing was laughter, fits of deep belly 
laughter. The teachers cried tears of happiness for him and to this day my eyes still 
get watery telling the story. All I was doing was what I enjoyed and I was able to help 

someone. 

This has happened numerous times to me over the years now. I read a 
great story about American magician Whit Hayden. After reading it I 
resolved to have a trick I could perform for anyone blind.  

He was table hopping in New York City in the late 60's, going from restaurant to 
restaurant performing tableside magic for tips. After introducing himself to a table he 

gave the young woman the opportunity to pick a card. As it was she was blind and 
with good humour passed up the invitation. He finished the trick for the girl's parents 
all the while thinking surely he must be able to do something magical for her. Sitting 

next to her he offered to test her other senses. She thought this would be fun. He held 
the deck of cards face down and one by one she was able to predict with 100 

percent accuracy whether they were red cards or black cards before they were turned 
over. What he and she knew, but the parents didn't, was they were engaging in the 

old card cheaters trick of toe tapping. Every time a red card was about to be dealt he 
would tap her toe. Her fun personality picked up on this and she joined in for the fun. 

Her parents were visibly shaken and she beamed happiness at her part in the 
collusion. She could barely repress her smile. She didn't need to see the look on her 

parents faces. She could hear them gasping and hyperventilating. 

 

This story affected me and propelled me further into my desire to 
perform magic and along the way to overcome shyness. My resolve 
strengthened. I searched for a suitable trick and finally found one that 
used a short piece of rope which I carried, always, at the ready. 

 

As well prepared as I was I never came across anyone with blindness. 
Until one morning ...  



 

 

I was at the Mater Children's Hospital in Brisbane going ward to ward 
bringing a little levity to the children and their families. A fourteen year 
old boy sat back against his pillow. I introduced myself. He stared 
straight ahead, and matter of factly told me not to waste my time doing 
tricks as he was blind.  

'Quite so,' I agreed, 'I was thinking more that I would teach you a trick 
that you can do for anyone that comes into the room.' Two minutes and 
two attempts later he had mastered it. The first nurse who walked in 
became his audience and she genuinely gasped at what he had done. 
Again, I was simply doing something that I enjoy but through the magic I through the magic I through the magic I through the magic I 
was able to includewas able to includewas able to includewas able to include someone who was normally excluded someone who was normally excluded someone who was normally excluded someone who was normally excluded. Sadly he died 
a month after that but from all accounts he had a heck of a time fooling 
people with that piece of rope. 

All in all it's a worthwhile path to follow. The best thing is you may be 
able to positively influence someone else's life, more than likely you will 
improve your own self confidence and learn some important life skills, 
least of all you'll end up with a party trick that'll serve you well for years 
to come. 

Why listen to me? Because I've used everything iI've used everything iI've used everything iI've used everything in these pages n these pages n these pages n these pages myselfmyselfmyselfmyself to 
help overcome shyness myself. It works.  

 

If you want to read more 
about my long slow journey 
into magic, get to know the 
people I've met who have 
influenced me, then grab a 
copy of my book called the 
Second Best Job In The 
World.  

You can get your copy here. 

 

http://www.julianmather.com/the-second-best-job-in-the-world.html 

Shyness is not a life sentence! 
 
 
Are you ready to take this a little further? Just remember ... 
 

http://www.julianmather.com/the-second-best-job-in-the-world.html 


 

 

 
 
that if you disregard all I say, you can always enjoy the easy-to-do tricks 
at Julian's Magician School. 
 
Julian's Magician School on YouTube 
http://www.youtube.com/user/julianmather1?feature=mhee 
Julian's Magician School Website 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/magician-school.html 

I've received plenty of enquiries through Magician School and I reckon 
these are the top dozen I would hear the most. Is yours one of them? 

Top 12Top 12Top 12Top 12 questions people wanting to be magicians ask: questions people wanting to be magicians ask: questions people wanting to be magicians ask: questions people wanting to be magicians ask:    
 

1. What are the best tricks? 
2. How many tricks do I need before I will be  good magician? 
3. Do I have to learn all types of magic? 
4. How good do I have to be before I start performing? 
5. Is standing in front on audience scary? 
6. How do I deal with nerves? 
7. What if people don't like me or my tricks? 
8. I don't like deceiving people. Will I get over this? 
9. How do I stop people trying to mess up my tricks? 
10. Should I be a Street Magician like David Blaine? 
11. How much money do magicians earn? 
12. Do I need to be funny? 

 
I will use these as basis for most of the information you will find in these 
pages. Follow along and it will, like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, come 
together and reveal a bigger picture to you. The first pieces will correct 
some of the misinformation you may have been fed. The second section 
is more a how-to-guide. 

Please think of the two parts of this e-book 
like a knife and fork. Standing alone they can't 
achieve much but used together they work 
wonders. So too the 2 sections here. 
part 1part 1part 1part 1 is WHY you can do this 
part 2part 2part 2part 2 is HOW you can do it 
Don't read the HOW without the WHY 
otherwise you'll have missed the important 
stuff and it probably won't make much sense. 
 
Enjoy learning all the information I will be 
packing into this book. I wish I had this sort of . I wish I had this sort of . I wish I had this sort of . I wish I had this sort of 
information at my fingertips when I started information at my fingertips when I started information at my fingertips when I started information at my fingertips when I started 
out.out.out.out. It would have saved me a lot of tears. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/user/julianmather1?feature=mhee 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/magician-school.html 


 

 

 

What are the best tricks? 

When I first started doing strolling magic I was taken aback the few first 
few times I heard these words excitedly directed at me: 'I love card 
tricks'. Huh? I thought most people hated card tricks? That's certainly 
what I had read in many a magic magazine.  
 
What I came to realise is that many magicians, not the publicnot the publicnot the publicnot the public, dislike 
card tricks. I'm sure we all see so many of them. I love a good card trick, 
no doubt about that, and I love learning new moves. But, if we are 
honest about it, many of those tricks are pretty boring. 

 
In day to day life,  people rarely get to see entertaining card magic. Most 
people's first exposure to card magic is when a family member tries out 
their new trick. It usually involves a lot of counting down of cards and is 
presented in a procedural way. You know what I mean ... first I take this 
card and place in under this pile then I take another card ...  
 
Of course there are tricks that are boring in the setup stage, but they 
pack such a wallop in the climax, the payoff is worth it. Card Warp and 
Oil and Water for example. 
 
And we all have our favourite tricks that we love, and others just don't 
get our passion for them. No one is going to stop us doing them over 
and over and over again. That's what makes us tick. 
 
But what about those tricks that are fun to watch and at the same time 
are just mind blowing? Wouldn't they be the ones to seek out to 
entertainentertainentertainentertain and amazeamazeamazeamaze your audience - the skilled hands of a magic expert 
bringing inanimate objects to life to delight audiences - that's what it's 
about isn't it? 
 
That is true if you are thinking like a magician. I'm going to tell you 
something that changed my approach to performing magic: don't think don't think don't think don't think 
like a  magician, think like a showman.like a  magician, think like a showman.like a  magician, think like a showman.like a  magician, think like a showman.    
 
Just remember this ... 
 
  

Chapter 

1 



 

 

An expert makes the difficult look easy, 

a showman makes the easy look spectacular! 
 
The difficulty rating of a trick has almost nothing to do with a trick being The difficulty rating of a trick has almost nothing to do with a trick being The difficulty rating of a trick has almost nothing to do with a trick being The difficulty rating of a trick has almost nothing to do with a trick being 
liked by an audienceliked by an audienceliked by an audienceliked by an audience.  
 
But what about all the cool magicians with the TV specials. They are 
doing the knuckle busting moves. Yes, they are, and it works well on TV 
specials, and it can work for the right people in the real world, but in 
most cases hard-to-do tricks will earn you the least money. 
  
There comes a time, when you need to stop pursuing tricks because you you you you 
are gettingare gettingare gettingare getting praise praise praise praise from your magician friends, and take a look at the 
bigger picture ... if you want to earn money from your magic that is.  
 
The typeThe typeThe typeThe type of of of of tricks you ultimately choose will have a big bearing on the  tricks you ultimately choose will have a big bearing on the  tricks you ultimately choose will have a big bearing on the  tricks you ultimately choose will have a big bearing on the 
possibility of you makipossibility of you makipossibility of you makipossibility of you making money. ng money. ng money. ng money.     And the type of tricks you need to start 
looking for are audience pleasing tricks.    
 
This is something professional magicians understand. 
 
Professional magicians know and use what audiences like, because ... 
 

Audience pleasing magic gets you 

more bookings. It's that simple. 
 
So by thinking about the audiences needs before your own, you win out. 
There is a rule of thumb that goes something like this: amateur 
magicians do 90% of tricks for 10% of the audiences while professional 
magicians do 10% of the tricks for 90% of the audiences. And much of 
the 10% that professionals do is easy to master magic. 
 
Take a look at  Michael Finney do 'Card On The Forehead' .  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po8fvUXAvDA 
Listen to the audience reaction. He is getting over 10 minutes worth of 
entertaining from nothing more than a simple card control and an even 
simpler card steal. Do you think Michael Finney gets lots of bookings? 
 
So if you want to earn money from magic you need to start doing one big 
thing:  

stop listening to other magicians. 
 
By that I mean ... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po8fvUXAvDA 


 

 

the 90% of the magicians in the world that are amateur.  
 
But let's be clear ... 

Amateur does not mean less skilled,  

Professional does not infer better;  
 
they are simply distinctions between whether or not you make a living 
from an activity. It may surprise you that many of those would have 
greater technical magical skills than many professionals, myself 
included. 
 
Many amateurs are the experts on the moves and sleights. Their 
knowledge is encyclopaedic and respected - in card magic this could be 
great cardicians like John Bannon and Simon Aronsen, coin questions 
go to masters like Al Schneider - and professionals humbly seek their 
advice, but these people aren't experts on what tricks work under fire, in what tricks work under fire, in what tricks work under fire, in what tricks work under fire, in 
the trthe trthe trthe trenches of enches of enches of enches of daily daily daily daily public performingpublic performingpublic performingpublic performing. And it can be like a battlefield at 
times, so, like any good soldier, you need to be prepared and have the 
right equipment for the task at hand. 
 
The magicians you need to listen to are long time working professionals. 
Magicians like Michael Finney, Bob Sheets, Charlie Frye, Bill Abbott. I 
mention these because they all have put out DVD 's where they give you 
their commercial material, the stuff they earn their living with. 
 

Julian's Rule #1:  if any professional says theyif any professional says theyif any professional says theyif any professional says they are  are  are  are 

going to offer you their professional material then you should stand up going to offer you their professional material then you should stand up going to offer you their professional material then you should stand up going to offer you their professional material then you should stand up 
and take notice of what they are sayingand take notice of what they are sayingand take notice of what they are sayingand take notice of what they are saying. 
 

Any one of their DVD's or books are worth at least 
100 over-hyped and under-delivering tricks that 
you will find advertised on the never ending online 
magic stores. But it's almost a right of passage 
into magic to buy tricks, expectantly wait for the 
package to arrive, open it to find a poorly 
constructed gaff that breaks or bends after a few 
goes, and has a multitude of angle and lighting 
problems. You slump in your chair and feel 
cheated and lied to ... again. 
 
Don't worry, it still happens to me. There are times 
that something catches my interest and I think I 

could use that. I can't believe I fell for the hype.  
 
But I have learnt the tell tale signs ... 



 

 

 
The easiest warning sign is if there is not a full, unedited performance 
on the video trailer, bewarebewarebewarebeware. 
 
Look for a quote from a working pro saying this is going into their 
routine. Hmm, funny that, you rarely see one of those amongst the hype. 
 
Much of what is offered for sale is a re-hash of existing tricks. I don't 
think intentionally so. Many trick makers haven't bothered researching 
what is out there, and when they come across an idea, they hastily put it 
together, they don't bother testing it in the real world, they shoot the 
video from a favourable angle, then promote it as the latest and 
greatest.  
 
You've got to remember that magic, as we know it, has been around 
hundreds of years and the props and principles haven't changed much 
in that time; it's really just some bits of card, sticky tape, and sleight of 
hand. People haven't really changed much either. At many points in 
history, anyone who was inquisitive and had a bit of time on their hands 
could come up with cool little tricks and novel ideas. My point is, it is 
much harder to come up with new ideas these days, much harder. 
 
When you are told it is a brand new principle, prepare to listen fairly, but 
sceptically. 
 

So what then are the good 

commercial tricks, and where do 

you find them? 
 
The where is easy to answer: right under your nose: right under your nose: right under your nose: right under your nose. These are many of 
the standard routines you see in older magic books. But that's old stuff, 
you say, no one wants to see that stuff anymore. What you really mean 
is magicians don't want to see it because they are bored, and want the 
thrill of something new.  
 
Your regular public audience NEVER see magicYour regular public audience NEVER see magicYour regular public audience NEVER see magicYour regular public audience NEVER see magic performed  performed  performed  performed in their livesin their livesin their livesin their lives. 
The figure that is bandied around is 1% only ever see magic performed. 
Logically then, the general public aren't going to get bored with 
something they have never seen before. Remember, stop listening to 
magicians. 
 
I could tell you a list of great tricks like ... 
 
Misers Dream, Ambitious Card, Homing Card, Cups and Balls. 



 

 

 
This Jeff McBride doing the Jeff McBride doing the Jeff McBride doing the Jeff McBride doing the 
Misers DreamMisers DreamMisers DreamMisers Dream.  It is a joy to 
watch as, without saying a 
word, he entices a young 
audience member from the 
audience and they start 
plucking coins from the air. 
The entire audience gets 
right into the moment. It is 
very 'magical' yet the moves 
required are not difficult to 
master. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrGcLlyHDMk   
 
The routines I am showing you here are only to illustrate the points I am 
making. You don't need to be on stage as in these videos, you could 
easily be walking around a friend's party in their house. 
 
It could be useful for you to have a list as a starting point but I would say 
slow down a moment, you have jumped the gun. There is something you 
truly need to understand before we go any further and it is ... 

Julian's Rule #2: There will never be a trick that will There will never be a trick that will There will never be a trick that will There will never be a trick that will 

prprprpropel you to the next level ... neveropel you to the next level ... neveropel you to the next level ... neveropel you to the next level ... never    
 
Do this simple test. Put a deck of cards on the chair and watch 
them...they will not entertain you ... they just sit there waiting for YOU to 
animate them into life. 

 
Jeff McBride wrote: 
 

I once wanted to write an ad that began with, "Are you waiting for someone to invent 
the trick that will make you a superstar?" Not gonna happen. The knives don't make 

the chef. The brushes don't make the painter. The tricks don't make the magician. 
 
 
Sure, practise and master the hard stuff as much as you like, because 
technical mastery is great thing to have under your belt but ... 
 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrGcLlyHDMk 


 

 

Julian's Rule #3: It's good to know the moves but It's good to know the moves but It's good to know the moves but It's good to know the moves but 

entertaining will take you further... much further.entertaining will take you further... much further.entertaining will take you further... much further.entertaining will take you further... much further. 
 
 

Let me tell you a story... 
 

I was at a magic convention. A big name in card tricks was about to do a  
'one trick' lecture session where he would perform this knuckle busting  
SUPER TRICK.  This ought to be good so I followed in with the crowd,  
who were all very excited at seeing the master perform his stuff.  
 
The introduction was made, the crowd applauded, the expert magician sat at 

his table, he called an audience member to help and launched into this 
incredibly hard trick. It was incredibly hard because the person next to me kept 
telling me so. 
 
All I saw was the top of the magicians head as he hunched over his deck and 

went into multiple faro shuffles, table shuffles, cuts, more of the top of his head. 
Eventually one card was tabled, face down. The crowd hushed as he ... paused 
... before turning it over ... it was not the selected card.  
 
The magician immediately grabbed the deck and spread through it, all the while 

muttering about this position and that. He said there would be no point in 
continuing, took his deck and left the room looking at his feet as he went. Well, 
the feeling of the room was awkward and uncomfortable. 'How about this then?', 
a voice was heard above the din. 
 
A young street performer walked over to the table with the coffee and biscuits 

on it, found three dry cups and some sugar cubes, then launched into an 
impromptu cups and balls routine. He had that room full of magicians hooting 
and hollering with laughter. He took his bow and we all filed out.   
 
This story poses a very good question, What are YOU left within your act 
when you take the tricks out? 
 
If all you have is a series of tricks in your act, you are left with nothing if 
it doesn't go to plan. But if, in there, WITH your tricks, you have some 
fun, some comedy, some stories, some of your personality (and maybe a 
back up routine in your pocket), then you can keep going, as 
demonstrated by the street performer who kept the room alive at that 
moment. 
 
That's the first point to be taken from this story. Here's the second and it 
is far more disturbing ... 
 
 



 

 

Outside the room, I was talking to others about what had happened. 
"What about that cups and balls, that was amazing," I said. "Nah, that 
was such a basic routine," someone  countered, "anyone could have 
done that, but that card trick, that wasn't really his fault it didn't work, 
it's ridiculously hard you know."  I say it again, stop listening to other 
magicians. 
 

And here's another reason 
that performance is 
paramount over your tricks 
nowadays. The iphone.  
 
With immediate discovery of 
your secrets so easy - 
already I have had people 
call out how a trick was 
done, before the end of the 
show, after they had just 

done a YouTube search -  you need to start putting an emphasis on 
entertaining. More than ever, secrets don't matter. So if you have 
nothing else but the lure of secrets to keep your audience, then once 
the door of secrecy is flung open, you will look awkward if nothing else.   
 
If your routines are entertaining, and you put some of your personality in 
there, then you still have an act. Think of top stand-up comics, who just 
tell their own personal stories. Now as long as they are funny stories, 
they will always have an act. It's not like getting up there and telling 
jokes that any drunk in the audience can ruin by yelling the punch lines. 
No punch lines, no act. 
 
 
I heard this line in a movie recently. It fits our discussion here. 
 

"Battles are fought with weapons but they are won by men"   
Tommy Lee Jones in Captain America.  

 
I think a similar thing can be said of magic. 
 

"Magic is fought with tricks but it is won by personality"  
Julian at Magician School 

 

 
 
This is something that seems to elude many magicians, and again let 
me make it clear that these magicians outclass me, technically, by a 
country mile.  I know it eludes many of them because I still come across 
this all the time ... 
 



 

 

The never ending story ... 
 
This story is told to me often, and for every telling to me, you could easily 
multiply that by thousands around the world. The teller of the story 
follows this line of thought:  that once I have the correct mix of the tricks 
that are just - right - for - me, then I can structure them into a routine. All 
I need then, is a little bit of rehearsal, and voila! a knock 'em over magic 
act is born. This story sounded ok to me and I started to hear it often.  
 
But when you ask them how it's going, they commonly tell you it's just it's just it's just it's just 
about ready to fly ... just one more little thing to getabout ready to fly ... just one more little thing to getabout ready to fly ... just one more little thing to getabout ready to fly ... just one more little thing to get. When I heard this 
answer just as much, I started to sniff around for another explanation. 
 
 

 
 
 

Uh oh, this is where it gets a little uncomfortable. We're at the point 
where we have to admit something to ourselves if we are going to get to 
where we want to be, and that is earning money from magic, sooner 
than later. This isn't going to relate to everyone, but more of you than 
not.  
 
 
Let's face up to this home truth after we ask ourselves this question ... 
 



 

 

 

How many tricks do I need to 

be a magician? 
 
It's a good question. Would ten be enough, thirty too many, two or three 
not enough? A lot depends on the type of magic you are intending to do. 
According to the fore mentioned magicians who were seeking the 
'perfect tricks' for their act, there will never be an answer. I'll tell you 
why. 
 
The truth is they will never perform their act. They already have more They already have more They already have more They already have more 
than enough props and tthan enough props and tthan enough props and tthan enough props and tricks to probably do half a dozen or so routinesricks to probably do half a dozen or so routinesricks to probably do half a dozen or so routinesricks to probably do half a dozen or so routines. 
Deep down, these magicians are lacking the confidence to perform in 
front of an audience, and through a sense of failure to themselves and 
probably an embarrassment to their peers, family and friends, they have 
found this ruse of 'just one more trick' to be a convenient way to stave 
off the very scary prospect of getting up in front of an audience and 
possibly failing. 
 
Is this you? If it is, then that is something we have in common, because 
it was me too. That's why I can recognise it so easily when I see it. But 
I've moved on, and upwards, from there...and I tell you, you feel so much 
better for it. 

 
Fear of failure is a Fear of failure is a Fear of failure is a Fear of failure is a 
debilitating thingdebilitating thingdebilitating thingdebilitating thing and I've 
had my fair share of it 
throughout my life. I still 
suffer from bouts of it but 
I have learned to control it 
and use it to actually 
make me stronger. If you 
can empathise with that, 
then I have terrific 
chapters for you coming 
up later in this book. 
 

Chapter 

2 



 

 

The important thing right now for you to realiseThe important thing right now for you to realiseThe important thing right now for you to realiseThe important thing right now for you to realise - if you are on a never 
ending search for new tricks - is that it might be this very problem that is 
holding you back from really moving forward as a magician. 
 
Of course, this may not be you at all. You might be someone who just 
loves buying tricks, and if you have the budget, then all power to you. I'd 
love to be able to potter around playing with tricks but I just can't seem 
to find time; just too busy performing them in front of people. 
 
A quick ask around of magicians would likely reveal that they all thought 
they had too many tricks. That said, I am always trying to dream up new 
shows and I love finding a use for a trick that I thought about discarding 
many years before. So there is a bit of a balancing act going on here. 
 
I know of a very likeable person who has what must amount to an entire 
magic shop of tricks and props. I am not over stating that. On his 
business card he has printed MAGICIAN. Truth is he has never 
performed as a magician, ever, but in his mind, should anyone ask, he 
could show them his vast collection. The sad irony to all of this is he has 
another job where he performs in front of crowds of passers by, and he 
is very good at this; in fact I think he has a great personality, he's one of 
these people I mentioned in the introduction that would really suit 
magic. However he has unwittingly locked himself into this habit of 
buying just-one-more trick. 
 
So there is no real answer to how many tricks you will need. Just don't 
get caught up in the unrelenting cycle of buying and never performing. 
 

 

Do I need to learn all types of 

magic? 
 
Unlike the previous chapter where I could only give you a vague answer, 
here I can comfortably tell you no. No you don't need to be well versed in No you don't need to be well versed in No you don't need to be well versed in No you don't need to be well versed in 
all facets of magic to be an entertaining magician.all facets of magic to be an entertaining magician.all facets of magic to be an entertaining magician.all facets of magic to be an entertaining magician. 
 
Certainly 50 years ago it was considered a badge of honour if you went 
through classic magic schools like the The Chavez College of Magic. Chavez College of Magic. Chavez College of Magic. Chavez College of Magic. It 
was founded in 1941 by Ben Chavez, establishing for the first time a 
bona fide school of magic. In 1946 the course of study was approved by 
the California State Department of Education, the only school for 
magicians in America where veterans of World War II could study under 
the GI Bill of Rights. The curriculum covers billiard balls, cards, coins, 
thimbles and more. 



 

 

What I strongly believe you need more than anything is a passion for a 
certain type of style of magic. Then tttthat will be your guiding light as to hat will be your guiding light as to hat will be your guiding light as to hat will be your guiding light as to 
what you need to learn.what you need to learn.what you need to learn.what you need to learn. So if you really, really like card tricks, then sure, 
you can entertain solely with playing cards.  

Two names that spring to mind for performing 
with cards are Ed MarloEd MarloEd MarloEd Marlo (born Edward Edward Edward Edward 
MalkowskiMalkowskiMalkowskiMalkowski in Chicago, Illinois, October 10, 
1913 - November 7, 1991) He was a 
magician who specialized in card magic. He 
referred to himself and others of his specialty 
as "cardicians". 

One of the most notable names in card magic, 
Marlo himself coined the term cardician, a 
term which has since been used for 
magicians who only perform card magic. The 
many sleights he created have changed the 

face of card magic. One notable example is his Snap change, used in 
David Blaine's Street Magic Special. 

More recently is Bill Malone, an American magician, who primarily earns 
his living with only a deck of cards. He was a student and friend of Ed 
Marlo. If you have never seen Bill Malone in action, then you need to 
watch it here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GErpOl3KG_w  and see 

how much fun and laughter one person 
can get with just a deck of cards.  
 
I can highly recommend his 'On The Loose' 
and 'Here I Go Again' DVD series. 
Remember earlier I pointed out Julian's 
Rule #1: If a professional magician offers 
to show you their own repertoire then you 
should pay attention .. well this is a great 
example of that. He gives you his 

workhorse routines plus so many good tips about 'how the business 
works.' This is worth the price of the videos again. 
 
Personally, I like variety in the shows I watch and this has been my 
guiding light. I include cards, ropes, juggling, physical comedy, sight 
gags. I do very little coin magic - apart from the Misers Dream routine 
that I just love - because I'm not very good at most coin magic and it 
doesn't play that well for larger groups, as coins are relatively small. 
Perform magic you like doing and watching and let your enthusiasm for 
it shine through. That is the right magic for you to be doing.  
Listen to your instincts, not other magicians.Listen to your instincts, not other magicians.Listen to your instincts, not other magicians.Listen to your instincts, not other magicians.    
    
Now, this is one of the most often asked questions ... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GErpOl3KG_w


 

 

How good do I have to be 

before I start performing? 
    
Ah, I love this question. Magic is peculiar in a way that doesn't apply to 
any other discipline I know of. To explain it, we need to start by looking 
at a juggler. 
 

 
 
 
A juggler can spend a year perfecting a new move - let's say the fictitious 
7 ball underhanded overhand cascade - while blindfolded.  When you 
see it, the height of the balls and the speed of his hands make you go 
wow! That's amazing. This person is really clever.   
 
If a magician were to do an equally difficult move, say a perfect and 
flawless pass, with a deck of cards. And let's say it took the same 12 
months of dedicated practise to achieve the move. This time when you 
saw it, you wouldn't go wow! awesome! because a flawless pass is 
invisible. That is the whole point of doing a pass in the first place, so you 
can control the condition of the deck without anyone being aware that 
you have done anything, apart from blinking. 
 

Magic is unique: the better you get, the less people can see 

how good you are. 

 
So you have just spent a year of your life perfecting the pass and you 
jump with joy alone. You might get a tingle of satisfaction, but the 
audience, they don't share that respect for your cleverness. How could 
they? They have no idea anything has happened.  
 
So this poses two questions for us ... 



 

 

1. Does the audience care HOW 

we accomplish our magic? 
 
 
So think about this. If what we do is hidden, does it matter to the 
audience if we are 1. sleight of hand masters or 2. we are using a crazy 
gimmicked deck that just does all the moves by pushing a hidden 
button? 
 
If the result is the same, does the audience care? Remember, they have 
no way of judging the level of our technical expertise. We don't have to 

wear uniforms with badges that denote our 
seniority and cleverness. 
 
The only real indicator they have is what they 
see and what you tell themwhat you tell themwhat you tell themwhat you tell them. You can tell them 
you are a magic legend and only perform the  
Invisible Deck (a simple to do trick available 
from most games shops), and they will probably 
believe you. I mean, who are they going to argue 
with. Certainly not you after you have just 
wowed them with this trick. It is a KILLER TRICK.  
 
By the way, you'd be surprised how many 
professional magicians use the Invisible Deck. 
Does that tell you something? 
 

So let's get something clear: you DO NOT NEED to have mastered hard you DO NOT NEED to have mastered hard you DO NOT NEED to have mastered hard you DO NOT NEED to have mastered hard 
technical magical skills to be able to impresstechnical magical skills to be able to impresstechnical magical skills to be able to impresstechnical magical skills to be able to impress,,,, and entertain and entertain and entertain and entertain,,,, an  an  an  an 
audienceaudienceaudienceaudience. Right at the start it is enough to give the impression of being 
clever. Remember, the audience has no idea how you accomplished the 
trick. 
 

And when I say 'audience', this does NOT 
include your magician buddies. If you are 
under 18 then your friends will probably 
just try and mess you up. Why? Because 
that's what people just do at that age. 
When you perform for people you don't 
know it is much easier. I almost never 
perform for my family. It's just too hard. 
 

 
So if audiences don't really care 'how' a trick is accomplished like I am 
suggesting to you, then surely we should ask this 2nd question ...  

I have a non magician 

friend who has told me, 

continually, for nearly 

10 years, of the time a 

magician asked him to 

just think of a card, and 

that card was found to 

be the only one 

reversed in the deck. 

He said it is one of the 

most amazing things he 

has ever seen. Most 

magicians dismiss the 

Invisible Deck. Who are 

you going to listen to? 



 

 

2. Is it worth putting in the 

effort practising? 
 
Yes it is. You should want to strive to be competent in some basic sleight 
of hand moves. You don't have to have an entire back catalogue of 
moves, unless of course you are passionate and motivated to do. 
Jeff McBride is an example of a 
magician who grew up 
obsessed by sleight of hand 
moves. He put the time into it, 
sought advice from masters of 
the art like Jeff Sheridan, and 
is now one of the pre eminent 
forces in contemporary magic. 
Did you watch his Miser's 
Dream routine a few pages 
back? He chose to use standard moves, with just a flash of overt skill 
when he did the coin roll on his fingers, and he had the audience in his 
palm. Should anything have not gone to plan, he could resolved that 
routine in may ways. 
 
What technical mastery of the moves does give you, is options. If 
something goes wrong, you have a raft of ways you can hide your 
mistakes, or just move onto something completely different. Technical 
mastery of the moves is something to aim and strive for but        
    

right now you need something 

much more. That something is 

confidence  
 
and you will never get that, sitting in your bedroom, practising moves 
until they are perfect. You need to skew the balance between the two in 
favour of getting performing time up, over mastering the moves. 
 
But how do you become confident if you feel under prepared with your 
technique, as I am suggesting? Surely to head out in front of an 
audience before you are ready is a crazy thing to do.  
 
The answer is simple: choosechoosechoosechoose the right material the right material the right material the right material.  
 



 

 

If you have access to the right material - and I'm going to point you in 
right direction later and give you access to some of my material that is 
easy to do and audience pleasing - then this next step is easy ... 
 

Julian's Rule #4: T 

Don't wait for the perfect audience, tDon't wait for the perfect audience, tDon't wait for the perfect audience, tDon't wait for the perfect audience, take aake aake aake any opportunity you can to get ny opportunity you can to get ny opportunity you can to get ny opportunity you can to get 
out in front of anout in front of anout in front of anout in front of anyyyy audience audience audience audience    
 

This is what it all 
comes down to. This 
was such a scary 
prospect for me, 
because I knew 
nothing about the 
psychology of 
audiences. That's 
right, audiences 
behave in their own 
special way. When 
you understand the 
needs of an 

audience, and how to feed those needs, then with the right material at 
your fingertips, they no longer become scary. You will start to have fun 
with them. One of the greatest boosts to my own self confidence was 
when I started to realise that I could control an audience. To be expert at 
it takes a lifetime, but to be able do it so both you, and the audience get 
something from it, is far easier than you would imagine. 
 
So start looking for the type of tricks - I will help you later - that won't 
become a barrier to you getting your 'flight time' (as Jeff McBride calls it) 
started. This is simply the time you spend in front of an audience. The 
more you do, the easier it gets. And here's something you don't realise 
until you have done it.  
 

Tip:  
One performance is worth One performance is worth One performance is worth One performance is worth 101010100 rehearsals0 rehearsals0 rehearsals0 rehearsals    
 
You learn so much more from every time you perform your magic. It can 
be painful sometimes, but you have to be bad before you can be good. I 
have done some less than acceptable performances in my time. 
Generally they were from trying to stack too much new material into a 
set of tricks. Everyone goes through this process, there is no avoiding it.   
 
So don't waste the ... 



 

 

insights that performing gives you. Immediately after the show, or as 
soon as possible, write down all the insights you have just gained while write down all the insights you have just gained while write down all the insights you have just gained while write down all the insights you have just gained while 
they are fresh in your mindthey are fresh in your mindthey are fresh in your mindthey are fresh in your mind. 
 

• What worked and what didn't? 

• What was in the wrong position that made things awkward? 

• What got good response? 

• What got no response? 

• Were there unexpected laughs? Note whatever it was you said 
and use it again. 

 
And this is how your show evolves. You throw out what doesn't work and 
keep in what does. You may have heard this before: many of your best many of your best many of your best many of your best 
lines come from the audience. It is so truelines come from the audience. It is so truelines come from the audience. It is so truelines come from the audience. It is so true.  
 
I am very disciplined about scripting out my tricks. I like to know exactly 
what I am going to be saying (more on this later). It's a good point to 
start from. When I go back and look at some of my original scripts. and 
compare them to what I am saying now, there are big changes, and 
most of those changes have come from the audience. 
 
There are so many funny people out there, far funnier and wittier than 
me, and often they will yell out something and it gets a good reaction 
from the rest of the audience. These lines can often be reworked into 
the show to your benefit.  

 
Attune yourself to listen for 
what works. Don't be so 
focused on the mechanics of 
the trick that you can't sense 
what the audience is telling 
you.  
 
I have even gone so far as 
stopping the show briefly as 
the laughter dies down from 
an unintended audience line. 
I tell the audience exactly 

what I am doing, and that is writing it down, there and then - I always 
have pad and pen onstage - so I can use it again. This itself always 
seems to get a good laugh. So it's a win-win situation. 
 
Audiences can be a lot of fun. Don't be afraid of them. They are not out 
to get you.  
 
There is one fundamental thing most people don't understand about 
audiences ...  



 

 

 

Audiences are on your side 

before you even start 
 
Many magicians fear a hostile audience, and they develop a combative 
mindset to counter this perceived threat. Things can only go badly if this 
is the first step you take. 
 
There is no need though, because audiences are extending you an 
amazing amount of goodwill before you even open your mouth. Why? 
 
Because audiences WANT you to be good. They want you to entertain 
them. They want to be able to sit back and not have to worry about all 
those things they have to worry about as soon as they leave your show. 

Boring, mundane 
things like getting 
the groceries, 
making it to 
appointments, 
picking up the kids. 
 
The offer of a bit of 
light entertainment 
for a few minutes is 
a pleasing prospect 
for the average 
audience. 

 
When you start working with audiences, and you WILL, you'll quickly find 
that audiences, whether a family of four, or a room of two hundred, want 
to be directed. They want to be told what to doThey want to be told what to doThey want to be told what to doThey want to be told what to do and are quite happy for 
you to do so ... on this one proviso ...  
 
that you convince them, from very early on, that you can deliver on your 
side of the bargain. That is, that you can entertain them.  You WILL be 
able to do that, and you will work your way up from smaller to larger 
audiences. You need to start small because ... 
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The one thing that will sink your performing ambitions very quickly is 
FEAR. Audiences can smell fear in a performer before you open. Audiences can smell fear in a performer before you open. Audiences can smell fear in a performer before you open. Audiences can smell fear in a performer before you open your  your  your  your 
mouthmouthmouthmouth. If you are nervous and worried and under prepared, your body 
language will telegraph this to the audience, without you even being 
aware of it. Maybe your palms are getting sweaty even reading this. 
 
The fear on your part comes from not feeling in control of the situation. 
Still sounds scary? Well we are going to put you in control and it's quite 
easy if you follow some simple steps ... 
 
I have this habit and it is really annoying. I plan things out on paper in  
detail before I do them. This can be a bonus when you are renovating 
your kitchen, but this can also be a big problem if you are putting 
together your act. 

When I first started making 
up my act I had probably, at 
most, 10 minutes of good 
material. What I should have 
been doing is cutting out the 
5 minutes that wasn't very 
good and just using the 5 
minutes of actual material 
that was good enough to ask 
an audience to watch. But I 
went the other way. 

 
I would script out an entire 25 minute show with material that I had 
never even done. I knew it was good material because I had watched 
videos of other performers doing it, and they were getting the laughs. I 
mean it was a funny trick, right? (Later I realised, of course, is was the 
performer who was getting the laughs, not the trick) This whole process 
of scripting out your routines can be very beneficial when used correctly. 
My mistake was I should have been scripting only my 5 minutes worth of 
good material. 
 
The worst thing for me was I would go out and perform this entire show, 
in front of an audience, without ever having performed more than half of 
it before. Talk about setting myself up for failure. I did some spectacular 
crash and burns, but I also learnt a lot. Try it yourself if you like, but I 
recommend you benefit from my mistakes.  
 
Worst of all, most of these trial experiences were when I was busking, 
which is a place audiences vote with their feet. Often I was doing the last 
effect, the big finale, to myself. 
 
What I have learnt from this is to start small and work upWhat I have learnt from this is to start small and work upWhat I have learnt from this is to start small and work upWhat I have learnt from this is to start small and work up. If you stand in 
front of an audience you only need to do have these 3 things ... 



 

 

Julian's Rule #5:  

You only need an opener, a middle and a closer to entertain an audienceYou only need an opener, a middle and a closer to entertain an audienceYou only need an opener, a middle and a closer to entertain an audienceYou only need an opener, a middle and a closer to entertain an audience    

Why? Because this is the classic 3 act format of storytellingclassic 3 act format of storytellingclassic 3 act format of storytellingclassic 3 act format of storytelling that cultures 
around the world are accustomed to, and comfortable with.  

In its simplest form it goes something like this: 

• introduce the characters 

• create some conflict 

• resolve the conflict 

Here's a really simple storyline; Kids chase a cat up a tree, they throw 
stones at it, the fire brigade gets it down. 

We don't need to create a storyline at this stage (but we will be later), at 
this stage we just need to get in to the mindset of working in threes. We 
just need to realise that all we need are three tricks.   

Our 3 chosen tricks work for us like this: 

• an opening trick which is usually short and attention gettingan opening trick which is usually short and attention gettingan opening trick which is usually short and attention gettingan opening trick which is usually short and attention getting    

• we place our weakest trickwe place our weakest trickwe place our weakest trickwe place our weakest trick in the middle in the middle in the middle in the middle    

• aaaa closer which should be strong and memorable closer which should be strong and memorable closer which should be strong and memorable closer which should be strong and memorable    

Ideally  these tricks have to tie together, to have some common linking 
theme. Linking them together could be as simple as using segues. More 
info here .. http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/good-magician.html  

If you adopt this mindset when you are searching for tricks, you will start 
to look for tricks that serve particular purposes. What tricks are short 
and sharp and visually eye catching to be used as our opener? You want 
your audience to remember you well, so what is a good closing trick? 
The middle trick we can put something longer, maybe a trick with a 
story, but definitely keep your best material for the start and finish. 

So, now we have narrowed it down to really just two tricks that we need 
to really work on because we can hide a weaker trick (not a bad one) 
between the two stronger ones. If your audience likes the first trick, 
they'll invest the time to watch the next one, even if it's a bit shaky. Then 
all you have to do is tell them you are doing the last one. Did you pick up 
on that last sentence? Tell them that this is the last trick ... and it's the Tell them that this is the last trick ... and it's the Tell them that this is the last trick ... and it's the Tell them that this is the last trick ... and it's the 
best. best. best. best. The odds are way in your favour that people will stick around for 
the finish, especially if you use ... 

http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/good-magician.html 


 

 

Tip:  
Use the Invisible Deck as your closer.Use the Invisible Deck as your closer.Use the Invisible Deck as your closer.Use the Invisible Deck as your closer.    
 

Remember the Invisible Deck we talked about earlier. It's a very strong 
trick. AAAAny card is merely thought of by your audience and THAT CARD is ny card is merely thought of by your audience and THAT CARD is ny card is merely thought of by your audience and THAT CARD is ny card is merely thought of by your audience and THAT CARD is 
found to be the only reversed in the deckfound to be the only reversed in the deckfound to be the only reversed in the deckfound to be the only reversed in the deck. Any chosen card, and it can 
repeated immediately. What a great trick. If you haven't anything else in 
mind, look into getting an Invisible Deck. No card handling skills 
required. You just need to commit a few things to memory. 

Now you know that you have a closer (if you need one), and you know 
that your middle trick can be a bit weaker than the others, you are only 
left with working out an opener. I'll help you later on with that too. All of a 
sudden it doesn't seem as daunting. 

This is the beginning of your journey into thinking commercially about 
your magic, because you are now starting to put the audienceyou are now starting to put the audienceyou are now starting to put the audienceyou are now starting to put the audience's needs's needs's needs's needs    
aaaahead of your own needs.head of your own needs.head of your own needs.head of your own needs. 

Keep the audience happy and comfortable. Your show should not be a 
challenge for the audience to follow. If you are Penn and Teller you can 
challenge your audience, but you will also need to put in a lifetime's 
work to get to that stage. 

So now you are in control of things a bit more, because you are starting 
to understand the audiences needs ... but what about your needs? I 
hate to tell you this but ... 

Sadly, audiences don't care 

about you  

Does this sound a bit harsh?  
 
Audiences just aren't interested in the world of a magician; the politics 
and who said what, which tricks magicians rave about on the online 
forums. They just don't care.  
 
They don't care if the invisible thread breaks at the worst possible 
moment. They don't care that the mix of the audience is wrong for you; 
too many men, too many women, not enough kids. They just don't care. 
 
They don't care that the person with the key to the backstage door was 
at home sick so you had to lug your gear up three flights of steps. 
 



 

 

These are your problems. They have enough of their own, those ones we 
discussed earlier, the ones that await them as soon as they finish 
watching you. The last thing they want to hear are YOUR problems. 
 
They don't care so don't bother complaining to themso don't bother complaining to themso don't bother complaining to themso don't bother complaining to them. Don't ever make 
apologies about your problems in front of your audience. If it's so bad, 
don't start. If something happens after you've started unless, just deal 
with, shorten your act if needs be. Only if the problem is so obvious to 
most people present, should you acknowledge it. If a noisy drill starts up 
and drowns you out, don't ignore it as you know everyone else will be 
thinking 'what is that noise?' You could say something like, "Oh, they're 
starting on my escape tunnel I might need if my tricks don't get better". If 
the curtains are on fire, don't pretend like they're not. 
 

Remember, you are the 
one working. The 
audience are in their 
recreational time. They 
don't to do any work at 
all. What they want is to 
be entertained for a 
brief moment. For them 
it's like finding a quiet 
island in the middle of a 
raging river. They can 
just jump on dry land, 
take a breather for a 

moment before they have to jump back in to the daily river of life we all 
get swept along in. Let them know that YOU are working for THEM. 
 
So when you have finished your birthday party show, where you just did 
a cracker of job, where you had hit your rhythm and you are swelled up 
inside with pride at one of your best shows ever ... don't be disappointed 
that the birthday kid's mum just says thanks, and slaps the cheque in 
your hand, turns on her heel, and heads for the kitchen. She is busy. 
She doesn't care about your needs. Don't take it personally. It's 
business. 
 
Maybe one day, you will be a magic superstar. When you get to be Criss 
Angel you can have people fawn over you and clamber for autographs.  
 
Being a local magician is not as romantic as that. Remember you are Remember you are Remember you are Remember you are 
working for them.working for them.working for them.working for them.    
 
Now you are getting to understand the audience a bit more, you are 
taking more control and creating the outcomes you want.  
 
Then why does this always happen ... 



 

 

Why can I do my routine EXACTLY the 

same way: one audience loves it, 

another doesn't 
 
 
The easiest way to answer that is to say 'Welcome to the performer's 
world!' This happens to almost everyone who fronts an audience. It can 
be a big hit to your confidence until you realise what is going on. 
 
Here's great story.  
 

A friend on mine from my Television days had decided to arrange a 
special treat for her 4 year old son's birthday: a flight in the TV news 
helicopter. The boy had seen it many times and had been fascinated 
as it flew away on assignment. The big day came, he was strapped in, 
power on and up they went. My friend looked for the excitement in 
her son's eyes but there was none; just a bored look. "What's wrong ... 
you have always wanted to fly in this?" He looked at her with 
disappointment and asked, "When are we going to start getting 
smaller?" 
 
You see, his perception of the helicopter flying away, all those times 
he had watched it, was that 'it' was  getting smaller. He had no 
concept of distance and vanishing points. He thought a helicopter 
was a shrinking device that you could sit in and become smaller. 

 
So first of all, accept that we all see things differently. Don't blame the 
audience if you don't get the response you had hoped for. An audience 
is just a collection of individuals who came out for a good time. Once in 
awhile it could be a problem with the audience, once in a while it could 
be YOU, but more often than not it is the strange phenomenon of the 
common audience response. 
 

 
 
It doesn't exist! What I mean to say is there no one correct way that an 
audience should respond to your show. Obviously if you are doing 



 

 

comedy, you would want to be getting laughs throughout most of your 
shows. If you are not, you have a problem. If you are doing big illusions 
and you don't hear gasps, you need to rethink. But generally, an 
audience is entitled to show their enthusiasm however they want. As the 
people who make up those audiences are all individuals, you should 
expect that there will varying responses. 
 
I've lost count of the times, when after a show, people come up to me 
and say, 'Hey, that was great.' What surprises me is that they are the 
same people, who were sitting there stony-faced during the show; not a 
smile or a clap of the hands, while the person next to them had been 
laughing happily. 
 
Don't panic at the occasional flat showDon't panic at the occasional flat showDon't panic at the occasional flat showDon't panic at the occasional flat show. You hear world class comics say 
they went out there and died on stage. Sometimes the chemistry isn't 
there. Do be worried if this is the continual response to your routines. 
But I'm going to help you avoid that.  
 

But what about a hostile audienceBut what about a hostile audienceBut what about a hostile audienceBut what about a hostile audience? ? ? ?     
 
I don't think I have ever had a group of 
people, small or large, who try to openly 
derail my routines. 
 
I certainly have had individuals who have 
gone out of their way to bring ruin my 
show. But these people don't worry me, at 
all, because I have learnt to accept that I have learnt to accept that I have learnt to accept that I have learnt to accept that 
they will always be there.they will always be there.they will always be there.they will always be there. At a guess I'd 
say only one in every fifty is like this. 
That's not bad odds. 
 

These are the people that hate magic. They want to catch you out on any 
small thing to prove that you are not smarter than them. They generally 
stay quiet in larger audiences but they come out of the cracks when you 
are doing strolling magic.  
I have one response to these people. I smile, and say, with NO hint of 
sarcasm in my voice, something like: 
 

• "Thankyou for the observation" 

• "There's no fooling you today" 
 
Then I walk away. They deserve none of my time and energy. This is my 
workspace, even if I have approached them first. A decent human being 
responds by just saying, no thanks, not today. These people may have a 
gripe against magicians, but that does not justify them taking out their 
frustrations on you. Just smile and walk away, and look for another 
audience. What's that I hear you say .... 



 

 

Help me find an audience! 
 
 
How do I find an audience? As a working magician, you go to an 
audience. In a sense they find you, and book you. But as an amateur 
your audience normally consists of family, friends and work colleagues. 
I've been there, and I know how frustrating doing magic for your family 
can be. Families tend to be ultra critical where brothers and sisters 
delight in trying to mess you up by calling the wrong card, and your work 
colleagues can look at you a bit strange. 
 
I will go into various audience possibilities for you later, but right now, I 
just want to happily tell you that the things listed below will vanish from 
your life once you approach magic on even a small part-time 
professional basis. 
 
3 things that vanish when you approach magic professionally:3 things that vanish when you approach magic professionally:3 things that vanish when you approach magic professionally:3 things that vanish when you approach magic professionally:    
    

1. Walking around with your pockets bulging with tricks, ready to go 
at any given moment, just in case a performance opportunity 
arises. 
 

2. Having to re-learn your routine every time you perform because 
too much time has passed between performances. 
 

3. Having to learn new tricks because your audience is always the 
same and keeps saying: show us something new. 
 

Embracing my ideas I am putting forward to you now would be worth it 
just for those three things above. It's a joyous moment in your life when 
it happens. I hope you get to experience it. 
 
 
So what have we learnt in this chapter? So what have we learnt in this chapter? So what have we learnt in this chapter? So what have we learnt in this chapter?     
 

• That audiences are on your side, they want you to do well.  
 

• Give your audiences what makes them comfortable: something 
that is easy to understand and not challenging.  

 

• Don't expect the same response, every time, from your 
audiences. 

 
 
Feeling a bit more relaxed? Then let's deal with those remaining nerves.. 



 

 

 

How do I control my nerves? 
 
 
Have you worked on a trick, planned it's first showing to your friends, 
loaded your pockets with the tools you need, then anxiously tried to find 
the right moment to say, "Hey, who wants to see a trick?"  
 
It's all going well until you bring your hands out and even though you 
mentally feel like you can do this, your body is telling a different story.  
It's a horrid feeling when you lose control to the shakes. Especially after 
the hundreds of times you did the trick perfectly in the comfort of your 
own home. It's a whole of body and mind experience and it's very 
unpleasant, and it used to happen to me a lot. 
 
Do you want me to get rid of your nerves? 

Sorry, it's not going to 
happen. Those nerves are 
there for a reason. What I 
can help you do is to try and 
harness all that energy to 
make it work for you. The 
mind is a very powerful 
thing and you can steer it in 
the direction you want. 
 

Jeff McBride explains it nicely. We all get the butterflies in our stomach 
before performing; it's just a matter of getting those butterflies to fly in 
formation. 
 
I'm at a stage now where I'm pretty confident in front of audiences. 
That's a confidence that built on years of hard work. But my head can 
still mess me around. 
 
I have a 3 ball juggling routine that I open my Bag of Incredibility show 
with. I have done this 90 sec routine for 12 years. I can do it in my sleep. 
Then how come this happens? I bound out to the audience with a big 
smile and launch into the juggling, and almost immediately I switch to 
auto pilot, as I have done this trick so many times before. Then I start 
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thinking, what if I were to  drop these, and no prizes for guessing what 
happens next ... I drop a ball. I have worked some gag lines into the 
routine to cover the drops but really there is no need to. I could just as 
well say, oops! And here's why .. 
 
 

Julian's Rule #6:  

Don't think what you do is important because the audience forgets you Don't think what you do is important because the audience forgets you Don't think what you do is important because the audience forgets you Don't think what you do is important because the audience forgets you 
as soon as they walk out the dooras soon as they walk out the dooras soon as they walk out the dooras soon as they walk out the door        
 
This is similar to what we talked about before, but it 
needs to be talked about here again because once you 
accept it, it will change the what you worry about. 
 
You see in the example of me dropping the ball, I truly I truly I truly I truly 
do not worry that I have somehow ruineddo not worry that I have somehow ruineddo not worry that I have somehow ruineddo not worry that I have somehow ruined my entire  my entire  my entire  my entire 
routineroutineroutineroutine. I have gone onstage with my mind already 
made up that I am going to have a good time with the 
audience. So in the grand scheme of things, what's a 
dropped ball, or a wrongly called card, going to matter 
in the way people remember my act. I'm hoping they 
remember me and my showmanship skills more. 
 
Always remember that if you mess something up, the 
world keeps turning and your dog will lick you when you 
get home and still be your best friend. 
  
If you think the audience will rush home from your 
performance and loudly tell their family that you 
messed up a trick, and then they in turn facebook the 
story to their friends, then sadly, it's my duty to tell you , it's my duty to tell you , it's my duty to tell you , it's my duty to tell you 
that you are that you are that you are that you are wrongwrongwrongwrong: : : : you may beyou may beyou may beyou may be feeling that you are  feeling that you are  feeling that you are  feeling that you are 
more important than you really amore important than you really amore important than you really amore important than you really arererere....  
 
I don't say that in a nasty way because we all like to think well of 
ourselves, but in the context of battling nerves before a performance, it's 
critical that we get it out in the open. And you may be important in other 
areas of your life, but I don't know of any magician, present or past, who 
I would class as a game changer in the history of the world. 
 
I'm not saying that I don't care if I make mistakes. I do. I try to be as 
professional and well rehearsed as possible. What I don't do is let that 
fear of failure rule my life any more. 
 
Keep it in perspective and you are already on the way to reducing those 
shake attacks. You should always feel a tightness in your stomach, 
though. That will help keep you sharp. Strangely you will tend to make 

If you are doing a If you are doing a If you are doing a If you are doing a 
manipulation act manipulation act manipulation act manipulation act 
with cards, coins with cards, coins with cards, coins with cards, coins 
or billiard balls, or billiard balls, or billiard balls, or billiard balls, 
then dropping a then dropping a then dropping a then dropping a 
prop prop prop prop is a big deal.is a big deal.is a big deal.is a big deal.    
    
You need to be You need to be You need to be You need to be 
very rehearsed very rehearsed very rehearsed very rehearsed 
and have a way to and have a way to and have a way to and have a way to 
recover because if recover because if recover because if recover because if 
you are not you are not you are not you are not 
speaking,  or not speaking,  or not speaking,  or not speaking,  or not 
conveying your conveying your conveying your conveying your 
personality in any personality in any personality in any personality in any 
other way, then all other way, then all other way, then all other way, then all 
the audience has the audience has the audience has the audience has 
to remember is to remember is to remember is to remember is 
your moves, and your moves, and your moves, and your moves, and 
in this case, a in this case, a in this case, a in this case, a 
drop will be drop will be drop will be drop will be 

remembered.remembered.remembered.remembered. 



 

 

more errors if you lose those pre show jitters. That is usually a sign that 
you are over it, you feel no challenge anymore. Time to go get another 
job. 
 

 
 
Remember too that it's not just magicians who get the shakes. Anyone 
who has to stand up in front of an audience and deliver anything, suffers 
them too. But magic carries the extra burden that we have challenged 
our audience, by implicitly saying we will try and trick them. After all, 
everyone is TRYING to catch you out. It comes with the territory.  
 
But what iBut what iBut what iBut what if there was nothing for them to catch you out onf there was nothing for them to catch you out onf there was nothing for them to catch you out onf there was nothing for them to catch you out on. What if you 
had some tricks that required next to no technical mastery, and instead 
you put your personality to good use. What if you had a sure fire way of 
getting people to stop and watch you, and you also had ways of making 
them laugh. Then, to top it off, you had a smooth way of finishing and 
moving on. I bet you'd be feeling more confident then! More about this 
later.  
 
Right now here's one easy way to get more confidence ... 

Julian's Rule #7: If there If there If there If there are tricks that make you are tricks that make you are tricks that make you are tricks that make you 

nervous when you perform them, stop performing them.nervous when you perform them, stop performing them.nervous when you perform them, stop performing them.nervous when you perform them, stop performing them.    
 
To be fair, this is something I read in Eugene Burger's terrific book called 
Mastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of MagicMastering The Art Of Magic, but I live by this rule and have adopted it as 
my own. http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/eugene-burger.html 

 
If any of the tricks you are performing 
make you nervous because the 
moves are too hard, or your hands 
are the wrong size, or it is too wordy 
and you can't remember the script, 
then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.then STOP doing them.    
    
Put them to one side and come back 
to them later. If it's a good trick, it will 
be timeless. Tricks don't have a use 
by date. I have always found 
something peculiar happens when ...  

http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/eugene-burger.html 


 

 

 
I do this. the trick that had been giving me all the grief has suddenly 
become easier to do. All that muscle memory you have built up doesn't 
just vanish. It seems to reorganise itself.  
 
Part of what is happening of course, is that by choosing less challenging 
material, your time in front of audiences gives you a huge boost to your 
confidence. You start to relax. Remember easier tricks doesn't mean 
'less entertaining' tricks.  
 

When you are not confident, your nervous body gives off all the wrong 
signals, and these happen subconsciously. The opposite occurs when 
you are relaxed, your personality shines through without you even 
knowing it. 

 
Confidence will come through experience, and that experience will come 
once you start getting in front of people with your tricks. 
 
Let's have a quick recap: 
 

• Be realistic and start with Be realistic and start with Be realistic and start with Be realistic and start with 3 short 3 short 3 short 3 short easy triceasy triceasy triceasy tricksksksks    
    

• RememberRememberRememberRemember,,,, it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death  it's just magic tricks, not life and death     
    

• Perform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyablePerform magic you find enjoyable and comfortable with and comfortable with and comfortable with and comfortable with    
 

 
How's it going so far? Making sense to you? Are you feeling inspired? 
 
We  haven't even got to the good stuff yet. 
 
Remember, my aim here is to convince you that you are good enough to that you are good enough to that you are good enough to that you are good enough to 
start performing magic earlier in your careerstart performing magic earlier in your careerstart performing magic earlier in your careerstart performing magic earlier in your career,,,, than later than later than later than later. 
 
In this respect I am out of touch with most of the conventional thinking 
in the teaching of magic. The traditional way is an informal 
apprenticeship scheme. You would search out a magician and just keep 
hanging around them enough to show them you were keen to learn. 
They would feed you bits and pieces of knowledge, tell you watch and 
learn, and then, MAYBE, you would be good enough one day.  
 
I say you are good enough now, because many of you, especially adults, 
possess something much more valuable, and that's the inherent life 
skills you already have.  What I am offering you is a small bag of tools 
that you can use to rearrange a lot of that existing confidence into a 
launching pad for a new magic career, whether it is part or full time. 
Maybe magic for pure entertainment is not for you.  
 



 

 

Maybe you want to use it to: 
 

• illustrate points in your work  
 

• be an aid to teaching (something I do a lot of) 
 

• entertain the kids in the restaurant because the boss told you to 
 

• help you lift your conference speech above boring 
 

• you are a doctor and need something to settle anxious patients 
 
    
There seem to be some fairly standard paths people come along when 
they are investigating the possibility of magic being a part of their lives. 
 
Do you see yourself in one of these?  
 

• Younger Person Younger Person Younger Person Younger Person you develop an interest in tricks – you possess 
drive and passion and time but never perform because you are 
young and have no confidence – you wait to attain life skills and 
confidence as you get older – by then you have lost interest 

 

• Working Adult Working Adult Working Adult Working Adult  you develop an interest in tricks later in life or 
rekindle a passion from your youth - you have next to no time 
available but you have the advantage of confidence that comes 
with age - it all becomes too hard and you settle for doing some 
party tricks 

 

• Retired PersonRetired PersonRetired PersonRetired Person you develop an interest in tricks because you 
want to entertain the grandkids - you have a huge advantage of 
time to apply yourself, but the disadvantage of that time is in 
short supply - you believe you are too old and settle on tricks for 
the grandkids 

 
What the 3 examples share in common is that there is little magic at the 
end of the journey. 
 
Welcome to mWelcome to mWelcome to mWelcome to my wayy wayy wayy way::::    
    

• You already have a personality worth far more than you think - 
you gain confidence using easy tricks - earn money - you develop 
a real interest in magic and how it can continue to make your life 
richer in many ways. 

 
I believe that ...  
    



 

 

If you WANT to be a magician yoIf you WANT to be a magician yoIf you WANT to be a magician yoIf you WANT to be a magician you WILL be one.u WILL be one.u WILL be one.u WILL be one.    
 
If you have read any of my motivational writings you will know that I 
don’t subscribe to any form of team building psycho babble, where you 
have to look in the mirror and make positive affirmations to yourself.  
I really dislike that sort of stuff.   
 
But boy, this is really the nub of it. If you WANT to be a magician you 
WILL be one. You have just got to want it bad enough. You would need to 
be suffering a fairly major disability to not be in the running. Whether 
you aim to be a full time or part time magician, you can still be 
professional, if in nothing but your approach.  
 
Should you have trouble with speech or vocalising your thoughts, there 
is silent magic. Are you wheelchair bound? Legs are the least useful limb 
to a magician (unless you are bad and have to run away a lot.) How 
about those with little or no use of their hands? For you there is 
mentalism. If you have general use of all your movements and faculties 
then magic is a smorgasbord of possibilities. It's exciting isn't it?  
 
You just have to want this bad enough and you will find a way to make it 
all work. 
 

What do I have in common with 

successful magicians? 
 

I'm not making all this personality stuff up. Here are four top magicians. 
None of them are known for their tricks. 
 
 

All successful magicians have one thing in 
common; they have strongly identifiable 
personas. Mac King, Lance Burton, Bob Sheets, 
Bill Malone.  
 
What they all share in common is that they just 
present 'ramped up' versions of themselves.  
 
Mac KingMac KingMac KingMac King is the country bumpkin. 
 
Lance BurtonLance BurtonLance BurtonLance Burton presents warm southern charm. 
 
Bob SheetsBob SheetsBob SheetsBob Sheets is the class clown. 
 
Bill MaloneBill MaloneBill MaloneBill Malone is the wise cracking corporate guy. 



 

 

    
    

YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.    
 
This is Bob Sheets above, and that was Mac King sitting on the suitcase 
on the previous page, and Bill Malone is lower down. These guys don't 
dress up, wear wigs and make-up, and then play character roles. They 
just play themselves. 
 
Who would want to be known as a country bumpkin, you might wonder? 
MMMMac King's show is the BEST MAGIC SHOW I HAVE EVER SEEN.ac King's show is the BEST MAGIC SHOW I HAVE EVER SEEN.ac King's show is the BEST MAGIC SHOW I HAVE EVER SEEN.ac King's show is the BEST MAGIC SHOW I HAVE EVER SEEN.    
 
He uses all his family stories of growing up as a country boy in Kentucky 
to drive his entire show. It's great magic, it's great fun and it all makes 
sense when you watch it ... and he's just being Mac! 
 

What YOU have in common with THEM is youWhat YOU have in common with THEM is youWhat YOU have in common with THEM is youWhat YOU have in common with THEM is you have your own story  have your own story  have your own story  have your own story 
which is yourwhich is yourwhich is yourwhich is your personality. personality. personality. personality.    

 
But what happens to us, where do we go wrong ... here I go again ... 
    
Stop listening to other magicians and listen to your instincts.Stop listening to other magicians and listen to your instincts.Stop listening to other magicians and listen to your instincts.Stop listening to other magicians and listen to your instincts.    
 

Youtube has been a blessing in one way, by 
providing us access to material that once took a 
lifetime to see. The downside, however, is that 
this is the first exposure many aspiring 
magicians get to seeing magic presented, and 
honestly, can you really say much of it any 
good?  
 
These are poor foundations for a magic career, 
and old habits die hard once they are 
entrenched. 

 
There is something about magic, something that changes people once 
they are exposed to it, something that sucks the life and energy out of 
magicians ... 



 

 

Most people are unique, fascinating 

individuals, until they become 

magicians on stage 
 
I read this somewhere and wrote it down because it is chillingly true. We 
watch the promotional video that accompanies a trick and, by and large, 
we tend to take on the persona of the magician performing it. This is a 
very common and a completely valid way of starting out.  
 
There is a lot said against it, but I think it has always been the case, and 
always will be. To imitate someone you aspire to is something not 
unique to magicians; most of us have done it at one time or another. We 
grab the hairbrush as a microphone, and secretly belt out our music 
idol's big hits. But there needs to be a point where YOU take over. This 
doesn't seem to happen a lot in magic. 
 

We have clone after clone of Mr Magic. 
Just go and watch the competitions at a 
magic convention to see this. 
 
There's a really important reason why 
you need to take this concept on board. 
 
If you are just being YOU on stage (albeit 
an upbeat version of yourself) then you 
will come across as relaxed. You won't 

be awkwardly imitating someone else's lines. You will not have to 
remember stories as they will be your own stories. You will tell them with 
conviction and passion because you lived them, just like Mac King does. 
 

And because you will be relaxed, you 
will be in control. Your audience will 
sense this and give themselves over to 
you. You will in turn sense this and 
your nerves will start to settle, then the 
shakes will go.  
 
You will launch into your first easy 
opening effect, charm with your middle 
one and stun them with your closer. 

You will smile, take in their thanks, and move confidently to the next 
group at the event.  
 
Do you see how this is coming together? 



 

 

 
 
 

But what if people don't like me 

or my tricks? 
 
 
Ok, be likeable.  
 
I know this sounds like a glib answer but it actually cuts right to heart of 
the matter. If people like you, they will like what you do, and they will 
want you to succeed. 
 
You can make the silliest errors - remember the juggling ball problem 
I've got - and they won't mind a bit. If your audience likes you, they 
extend to you an enormous amount of good will, on credit. 
 
How do you get people to like you? I mean that sounds a bit weird, they 
either like you or they don't, right? 
 
Let me say, that in my day to day existence, I am just regular old Julian, 
getting grumpy when someone steals my parking spot, but when I am 
performing, that side never comes through. I take all my good attributes 
and put them on steroids. It's not a false representation of me, it's just 
the best representation of me. 
 

What you need to be is like 
a puppy.  You know how 
they look at you, then roll 
over and let you scratch 
them on the tummy. Once 
they have done this, then in 
your eyes, they could do no 
wrong in the world, at least 
for a couple of minutes 
anyway, before they chewed 

your shoes. Just like puppies send you a signal that all they want to do is 
be your friend, you have to send to the audience a signal that you are 
ok. Remember, to them you are a stranger, so all you need to do is ... 
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smilesmilesmilesmile. It's the universally understood 
message that says: I think you are a 
person worth spending time with. 
 
 
Smiling is contagiousSmiling is contagiousSmiling is contagiousSmiling is contagious    
You can catch it like the fluYou can catch it like the fluYou can catch it like the fluYou can catch it like the flu    
Someone smiled at me todaySomeone smiled at me todaySomeone smiled at me todaySomeone smiled at me today    
And I started smiling tooAnd I started smiling tooAnd I started smiling tooAnd I started smiling too    
 
 
 

Not only does smiling send all the right messages, it also works on a 
physiological level as well.  
 

Smiling releases endorphins, natural pain killers, and serotonin. 
These are feel good drugs. Smiling is a natural drug. It's always handy 
to drug your audience on happiness before you perform. 

 
 
Smile lots and you will draw people towards you. It is contagious. You 
smile at people and they will smile back. It's evolutionary to show whose 
side you are on. If they smile, they are on your side, and that's want you 
want isn't it, a friendly and receptive audience. 
 
I feel like I have forgotten to put something on if I don't turn up with a 
smile. It's the first thing people see, whether I walk out onto a stage or 
when the birthday child's mum answers the door. It's the perfect tool to 
disarm your audience and it's a great heckler stopper.  
 
Remember too that the audience starts evaluating you before the first 
card is chosen. So as soon as you step foot into a public arena, you are 
on display, and people will be making judgements. Don't walk between 
your audience groups without your smile. If you are thinking, just wait till 
they see my first trick, you have already lost ground, no matter how good 
you are. 

But what about those 
people who don't smile 
back at you. Remember 
we talked about those 
back when we were 
discussing audiences. 
Here's a little trick that 
works well and it is 
commonly used by 
street performers to 
help draw a crowd. 
 



 

 

Not everyone is going to be enthusiastic when they watch you, but some 
will be. You focus your attention on those audience members who are 
giving you some positive feedback - usually by smiling - and you invest a 
lot of your energy in to them, doing the tricks like this is a special 
presentation just for them.  
 
These people are what you cThese people are what you cThese people are what you cThese people are what you call your 'anchors'.all your 'anchors'.all your 'anchors'.all your 'anchors'. They are liking you, and 
what you are doing, and because you have paid them all this attention, 
they will likely feel pretty bad about walking away. It would just seem 
rude to do so.  
 
Once you have a few of these, the other people will start to act as 
'watchers'. They are happy to stand back just a bit, as they don't want to 
be personally involved. These 'watchers' will form the bulk of your crowd. 
You don't ignore them entirely but you keep 'working' your 'anchors''working' your 'anchors''working' your 'anchors''working' your 'anchors'. 
They will give you all the encouragement and positive feedback you 
need to put on a good act. 
 

Don't waste that smile 
 
 
Have you ever thought about all those card tricks where need you to 
keep your hands positioned below your waist, usually to help cover bad 
angles. A lot of passes are like this. The backdrop to your trick is your 
crotch. Not really desirable is it. Worse than that, is the most important 
part of the trick can't be seen: your face. 
 

Take a tip from legendary Bar Magician, 
Doc Eason, pictured here. He is a big 
advocate of bringing your tricks up high 
to keep your face in the frame. 
 
Think of it like being on a TV special and 
they were shooting a mid shot of you. If 
your magic wasn't near your face, it 
wouldn't get seen on TV. 
 
Doc refers to this as getting your magic 
'up and out'. That is up off the table, and 
out in front of you, where you, and your 
audience can be part of it. Do you want 
them to remember you or your hands? 
 

 
 

YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.YOU the PERFORMER will always be more interesting than your tricks.    
 



 

 

How do I stop people 

messing up my tricks? 
 
If you smile, then you won't have to even ask this question.  
I find I rarely have any problems with people disrupting my 
shows or strolling close up jobs. I've disarmed them right 
from the start, by gettingby gettingby gettingby getting them them them them to personally s to personally s to personally s to personally smile with memile with memile with memile with me.  
 
Unknown to that person, they have just entered into an 
agreement with me, that we are here to have fun. If everyone 
else around is smiling too, then if that person tries to heckle 
or disrupt, I usually don't have to do anything. You'll find the 
others in the group will do it for you. They will 'shooosh!' 
them for you. Are audiences becoming less scary to you yet?  
 
Don't want to smile? Then you better have a good reason Don't want to smile? Then you better have a good reason Don't want to smile? Then you better have a good reason Don't want to smile? Then you better have a good reason 
why not ...why not ...why not ...why not ...    
You would have to be an ultra competent performer to think 
that this is not necessary, for immediately you don't smile, 
you can quickly look dour and stand offish.  It's an 
immediate turn off. Maybe you have the a razor sharp wit 
and the technical chops to match, but you would have to be 
a top of the ladder act to be able to carry it off. 
 
Audiences like funny, not clever. Audiences respect clever Audiences respect clever Audiences respect clever Audiences respect clever 
but don't want you to come across as cleverbut don't want you to come across as cleverbut don't want you to come across as cleverbut don't want you to come across as clever.  Audiences 
want you to show humility: that you're not above them, an 
equal at least. To be clever, with a dash of humble, and 
funny, should be your goal.... But what I  wrote earlier equally applies to 
me now: Stop listening to other magicians and follow your gut instinct. 

 
At my local busking pitch I watched 
from a distance as a young, handsome, 
and very clever magician did his stuff. 
The reactions he got from the audience 
were subdued. I should mention that he 
dressed in Criss Angel fashion with the 
chains, leather, tattoos, and hair that 
covered his face a lot. The overall gothic 
look was mysterious and theatrical, but 
also menacing. Had he been on a 
theatre stage where the audience had 
paid money, knowing they were going to 
see a dark play, he would have been a 
sensation.  

Here's an insight Here's an insight Here's an insight Here's an insight 
from Ken Weber's from Ken Weber's from Ken Weber's from Ken Weber's 
fantastic book, fantastic book, fantastic book, fantastic book, 
Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum 
Entertainment.Entertainment.Entertainment.Entertainment.    
    
Max Maven, Max Maven, Max Maven, Max Maven, 
pictured below is pictured below is pictured below is pictured below is 
a phena phena phena phenomenally omenally omenally omenally 
good mentalist, good mentalist, good mentalist, good mentalist, 
let's say equally let's say equally let's say equally let's say equally 
the world's best. the world's best. the world's best. the world's best. 
But he has never But he has never But he has never But he has never 
enjoyed the fame enjoyed the fame enjoyed the fame enjoyed the fame 
and success that and success that and success that and success that 
should be his. should be his. should be his. should be his. 
Why? Ken Weber Why? Ken Weber Why? Ken Weber Why? Ken Weber 
thinks it is that his thinks it is that his thinks it is that his thinks it is that his 
dark character , dark character , dark character , dark character , 
vampire hairstyle vampire hairstyle vampire hairstyle vampire hairstyle 
and surly and surly and surly and surly 
demeanour have demeanour have demeanour have demeanour have 
kept him at arm's kept him at arm's kept him at arm's kept him at arm's 
length from length from length from length from 
pepepepeople's hearts ople's hearts ople's hearts ople's hearts 
where the real where the real where the real where the real 
connection is connection is connection is connection is 
made. His made. His made. His made. His 
character is very character is very character is very character is very 

hard to warm to.hard to warm to.hard to warm to.hard to warm to. 



 

 

But down amongst the tourists, with their ice cream and sunburn, he 
was threatening. You could see it in their body language. Was there 
anything wrong with this? Well, no, only that he was trying to busk for 
money. The point is he didn't do very well. Sure, he had done some cool 
tricks, but had made no connection with the audience. The next act that 
followed was smiling and the money was clinking in. 
 
Again, disregard all I am saying if you have a system that works for you. 
These are just my observations of how things work in the day to daythe day to daythe day to daythe day to day 
arena that a local magician would expect to work in. 
 
One thing I know is there will be a whole lot of people not smiling when 
they read the next headline ... 
 

Why Criss Angel and  

David Blaine don't get my vote 
 
 
I have never met these two guys and I'm sure that they are thoroughly 
likeable people. What I am going to say here only refers to their 
personas that they portray to the public. After all, this is how they WANT 
the public to perceive them. 
 
I like what they do. They do pretty cool stuff and it makes watch able TV.  
I respect them for their business acumen. I know how hard they work as 
I once worked in TV, and I know the sort of budgets allowed to make 
their TV specials. It's a lot less than you would think. It is their passion 
for magic - and of course, self promotion - that gets these TV specials 
done. 
 

In my view, these two guys are magic's 
greatest illusionists - not for pulling a woman 
in half, that's pretty cool - but the illusion that the illusion that the illusion that the illusion that 
there really is this thing called 'street magic.there really is this thing called 'street magic.there really is this thing called 'street magic.there really is this thing called 'street magic.' 
 
Street magic is a huge phenomenon at 
present. It has flourished - pushed into 
prominence by the internet - and is 
responsible for a whole generation of kids 
getting into magic at a time when the general 
interest in magic was starting to slump.  

 
So for that I am thankful, but it stops there. The concept of street magic 
undermines everything I have been talking to you about in this book. I'll 
explain what I mean ... 



 

 

What is street magic?What is street magic?What is street magic?What is street magic?    
 
There is some confusion surrounding this. 
 
One definition refers to the re-naming of what was traditionally called 
street performing or busking. 
 
A second definition refers to the newer 'hit-and-run' or guerrilla style 
magic that was popularised by David Blaine's TV specials.  
 
It will benefit you if you understand that these two disciplines are so 
completely different in their approach and requirements, that they are 
even labelled under the one name, is ridiculous. 
 
 
A Street Performer is:A Street Performer is:A Street Performer is:A Street Performer is:    

 
Street performers, some one like Gazzo 
(pictured) and Peter Wardell, Jim Cellini, Jimmy 
Talksalot, Sonny Holiday, Whit Hayden, Nick 
Nicholas, these are top flight showmen. They 
attract a crowd, hold them, wow them, then get 
them to hand over money. 
 
Many of these professional (yes, professional, 
as this is how they earn their living, how they 
pay for their meals and air tickets) move into 
the tough but rewarding world of tradeshow 
and corporate magic. 
 
They would be advocates of much of the advice 
that I have given you already in this book 

because, if you are relying on magic to feed you and your family, you do 
the things that work. These magicians have a level of experience on par 
with Vegas headline acts. One theatre may have walls, the other open 
air; one may use tigers and dancers as props, the other cups and balls 
and coins; but they both share a knowledge of how to intimately read 
and respond to an audience's needs. 
 
This is Jimmy Talksalot to the 
right. You should have a lot of 
respect for any information these 
magicians give you because their 
knowledge has been earned the 
hard way. They come back day 
after day after day, then month 
after month. I listen to them. 
 



 

 

A Street Magician is:A Street Magician is:A Street Magician is:A Street Magician is:    
 
the opposite of what I have described above. First, they don't attract a 
crowd, they ambush and individual or small group by appearing from 
nowhere and then blocking their path, perform a trick, one that usually 
impresses their magician friends, then they vanish.  
 
Or I should say this is what I think they do as I have never actually seen 
one of them in real life.  I've seen them heaps on Youtube. Do they really 
exist or is something else happening here?  
 
Of course, just because 'I' haven't seen them doesn't mean they don't 
exist. I have travelled a lot, and been to major street performing pitches 
in many major cities. I have seen plenty of 'street performers' but not 
street magicians. But I haven't been down the dark alleyways they 
always seem to be frequenting on advertising pictures. 
 
You will often find something similar to the following quoted... 
 
"There are so many variables when performing for strangers on the 
street. It forces the performer to adapt and learn what is effective and… 
not." "There’s nothing like practicing your magic day after day and finally 
getting out in front of “real people”… AND getting insane reactions from 
people you’ve never met!" 
 
If you are a street magician, I'll tell you what I think is happening and 
how I think you can make some small changes in the way you approach 
your magic and get much better results. 
 
See, I think Street magic doesn't really exist on the streets. It exists I think Street magic doesn't really exist on the streets. It exists I think Street magic doesn't really exist on the streets. It exists I think Street magic doesn't really exist on the streets. It exists 
online and in people's mindsonline and in people's mindsonline and in people's mindsonline and in people's minds. Let me explain myself first before you 
send me the abusive post. 
 

First , it's an industry that makes good money 
by pandering to the desires and hopes of the 
younger generation. It has been fuelled by 
David and Criss in their TV specials. And that's 
exactly what they are, special events created 
to be watched on television. 
 
The tricks they create and perform on TV are 
so far removed from the real world of 
performing. You know that, I know that. But 
there are a legion of Criss and David 

wannabes who don't know that. In the real world, if you started asking 
people in the supermarket, would they like to see you stick an egg into a 
lemon into an orange, you would be asked to leave. If you approached a 



 

 

couple sunning in the park, with the serious look on his face that David 
Blaine is never without, they would think you were a mugger. 
 
This works on TV because in most cases, it is staged. In the non-staged 
scenes, there is something else at play, the same thing that occurs 
when you shoot a video for Youtube.  
 
When a camera is present, the dynamics of the situation change. When 
you see you are being videoed, you act differently. If a stranger 
approaches you in the street, then acts strangely by making a circle of 
cards and rearranging the cards in funny ways, you might 
 
a. scream 
b. say something unpleasant 
c. uncomfortably turn your back on them 
 
If the same situation occurs as above and this time there is someone 
with a camera, you react differently. You give whatever is happening a 
chance, because it might be for TV? You know that you might end up 
looking bad if you react badly. There are many things that might run 
through your mind. One thing is for certain, you react differently when a 
camera is present. (I was a TV cameraman for 20 years, I know) 

 
So you can 
take a really 
impressive 
'trick', grab 
your mate with 
a camera, hit 
the local high 
street, ambush 
people with 
your trick, edit 
out the flat 
responses, 
post the good 
reactions 

online, then tell everyone that this is the trick that will get them these 
same reactions. (*reactions may vary if camera not present) 
 
This is all part of the wonderful illusion that is created by this industry. 
They have created a whole new wave of aspiring magicians who are 
fuelled with street cred and eyeliner, they buy Ellusionist decks by the 
barrow load (I wish I owned Ellusionst) , and they hit the streets, 
ambushing passers-by with their a-m-a-z-i-n-g powers, like the wind just 
blew them in from planet Mysteria.  
 



 

 

If this truly worked, then there would be a lot of people out doing it. All 
those street performers I mentioned earlier would be trading in their 
cups and balls for Black Tiger decks. 
 
You may be thinking that I am just an embittered magician who is lost in 
the past. But I am finally getting to my point here, and listen carefully, 
because it may affect you. 
 
I actually think something else is going on, and it's something unspoken, 
because it has created a comfort zone for a whole lot of people. 
 
Cast your mind back to the earlier discussion we had on the just-one-
more-magic-trick scenario, where people used the excuse of finding 
another trick as an excuse not to start performing. I think street magic is 
the latest incarnation of the same thing. This is the I can't tell you who I  I can't tell you who I  I can't tell you who I  I can't tell you who I 
did it for, they just blended into the crowddid it for, they just blended into the crowddid it for, they just blended into the crowddid it for, they just blended into the crowd, but I did it anyway, but I did it anyway, but I did it anyway, but I did it anyway excuse. 
 
By buying into the street magic buzz, you can tell all your friends online 
of how good a trick was 'on the streets'. Street magic has become the 
perfect way to perform magic without ever having to really perform it.  
 
More than anything this disappoints me, for the future of magic, 
because so many of these 'street magicians' have great talent. I am 
amazed at some of the stuff they can do but who is going to see it? Not 
many people. 

 
So I am not suggesting you stop 
following street magic. If that is your 
passion, and it makes you feel good, 
that's a good thing. So many people 
don't even have a passion. 
 
If you have read what I've just written 
and it rings true for you, then all I ask 

is that you just start thinking about looking at all those cool tricks and 
asking, 'Hmm, which would work as an opener, a middle, a closer?' 
 
I'm not asking you to turn the ship around, just change course a little. 
 
Can you take all the skills you are building and re package them in a way 
that is a bit more user friendly? Instead of scaring them away, can you 
get the people to come to you, because you have something worth you have something worth you have something worth you have something worth 
watchingwatchingwatchingwatching. 
 
So how do you build an act? Where do you start?  I think you need to be 
asking a different question first. You need to be asking what do the what do the what do the what do the 
people booking me wantpeople booking me wantpeople booking me wantpeople booking me want? ? ? ? This is where your answers are to be found ... 



 

 

 

 

What do the people booking me 

want? 
 
Let's do a little bit of make believe for a moment. Imagine you are on the 
phone, to a committee member, whose job it is to book entertainment 
for the local district festival. This annual event, held in a park, will have 
rides, a stage, food stalls and displays.  
 
The committee member asks what you can do for them? 
 
What's your reply? 
 

• Do you list out your repertoire of tricks and draw attention to how 
many have above 4 rating stars for difficulty?  

 

• Would you tell them the names of some of your special tricks - 
not all of them of course - just those ones you know will get great 
audience reactions?  

 

• Or maybe you think that sort of detail is irrelevant to them, so you 
categorise your tricks into broader, more understandable groups 
that they can get a feel for; you say something like, "I wow them 
with cards, coins, rope and manipulation tricks." 

 
Which one of the above would you reply with? Would it be A,B or C? 
 
Have you made a choice yet? Do it now and lock your answer in. Before I 
tell which I think is the right one, I want you to realise that most people 
who book you - whether it is the committee member, the office 
secretary, the birthday child's mum, the school's deputy principal or the 
booking agency person - are busy people... very busy people.  
 
Does anyone want to change their answer? 
 
The answer is ... 
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None of the above 
 
That's right, the people booking you don't care about your tricks. 
 

  **Full Disclosure** I've never been paid more than a few thousand dollars 
for a booking so I can't speak on behalf of magicians who get paid in the tens of 
thousands of dollars. Maybe the tricks are important then. 
 
I have taken thousands of bookings and I could count on the fingers of 
one hand, the number of people who cared, let alone asked, what tricks 
I would be performing. We come again to that sad reality that I 
introduced you to earlier: that people don't really care about you or your 
tricks. They are not uncaring people; they are just busy people. 
 
What your bookers care about, deep down, are themselves. In my 
experience bookers want you to reassure them of two thingsbookers want you to reassure them of two thingsbookers want you to reassure them of two thingsbookers want you to reassure them of two things: 
 

1. You will not cause them any worries 
 

2. They want you to make them look goodmake them look goodmake them look goodmake them look good for organising a great 
event. 

 
As long as you can reassure them of those two things, they really 
couldn't care less how you achieve it.  As they are booking a magician, of 
course, they expect you will be able to do magic to the level you have 
sold yourself as capable of performing. 
 
The only discussion I will have with the client about the magic itself, is 
the type of magic I will be doing. Often I will have to explain to them the 
broader definitions of magic performance. Remember most people 
never see a magician perform, so it is to be expected they will have little 
idea of what, for example, 'strolling magic' is. They might have heard the 
term, but they need to be assured that you, and they, are talking about 
the same thing. 
 
Another time is when the event is themed. Here I try to improve my 
chances of getting the booking by explaining a particular trick that a particular trick that a particular trick that a particular trick that I can I can I can I can 
customisecustomisecustomisecustomise to fit with their chosen theme. 
 
But as to the actual tricks, you may as well make up any name you like 
(and often I do). Generally the person booking will ask you what tricks 
you do simply because they don't know what else to ask you. 
 
It's much the same as if you were to book a plumber to fix your leaky 
toilet. Would you ask him what brand of tools he was using? Of course 



 

 

not, because it has no bearing on the outcome as far as you are 
concerned. What you want is for the job to be done quickly, to have the 
mess cleaned up, and preferably before you get home that evening. You 
want a professional to take care of your problem for you, and you are 
willing to pay for the service. 
 
Your booker wants you, the entertainmYour booker wants you, the entertainmYour booker wants you, the entertainmYour booker wants you, the entertainment professional, to solve his/her ent professional, to solve his/her ent professional, to solve his/her ent professional, to solve his/her 
entertainment problem and they are willing to pay you for doing soentertainment problem and they are willing to pay you for doing soentertainment problem and they are willing to pay you for doing soentertainment problem and they are willing to pay you for doing so. 
Keep this in mind when you are building your act. It will help you clear 
away the clutter surrounding the decisions you will be making about 
what goes in your act. RememberRememberRememberRemember that this about them, not you that this about them, not you that this about them, not you that this about them, not you and your  and your  and your  and your 
performing desiresperforming desiresperforming desiresperforming desires.... 
 

 
 
Let's have a look at a few of the common bookings a local magician will 
get, and some of the typical problems each of these situations can pose. 
 
SSSStrolling magic at an eventtrolling magic at an eventtrolling magic at an eventtrolling magic at an event::::    
 

• event needs to run to schedule 

• attendees don't know each other 

• events often outside and affected by weather 
 
Birthday party show:Birthday party show:Birthday party show:Birthday party show: 
 

• party needs to run to schedule 

• host mum stressed to the eyeballs 

• birthday child/adult needs to be honoured 

• over hyped kids with sticky hands 

• under hyped adults with sticky beer hands 

• venue is often a small room 
 
Vacation Care ProgramsVacation Care ProgramsVacation Care ProgramsVacation Care Programs    
 

• broad ranges of ages present for a single show 

• many of the older kids don't want to be there and can be 
disruptive 

    
    



 

 

    
Corporate Family DayCorporate Family DayCorporate Family DayCorporate Family Day    

 

• people don't know each other. Insular groups form. 

• often organised by a promotions person who has no experience 
 
18ths, 21sts, 30th's, 40ths18ths, 21sts, 30th's, 40ths18ths, 21sts, 30th's, 40ths18ths, 21sts, 30th's, 40ths etc etc etc etc    
 

• event must run to schedule 

• alcohol fuelled people everywhere 

• party host oblivious to your time constraints 
 
PublPublPublPublic Showic Showic Showic Show 
 

• no sound technicians present as promised 

• small audience turnout 

• usually running late 

• commonly asked to do less or more than agreed-on show length  
 
School ShowSchool ShowSchool ShowSchool Show    
 

• the hall has been double booked 

• the hall is full of tradesmen 

• they forgot the senior school had sports day, can you just do it for 
little kids? 

• there's been a misunderstanding, we are a Christian school and 
opposed to 'magic'. Can you do the show without the 'magic'? 
(this actually happened to me) 

 
 
Don't be freaked out thinking that every show you do is just a series of 
obstacles to be overcome. It's not like that. Most are fun to do.  My point 
is that there are going to be a lot of things you have to deal with when 
you are at a booking. All of these things are problems that you need to you need to you need to you need to 
be be be be able to deal withable to deal withable to deal withable to deal with.  
 
More to the point, if you can deal with them yourself, and not turn them 
into problems your booker has to solve, you come out smelling sweet. If 
the booker has to solve them for you, even if it is their own fault, you 
may well shoulder the blame. Often they will smile and say they are 
sorry, but when you are not there, to save their own reputations, they will 
apportion the blame to you. So it is best to try and absorb their poor 
planning with your knowledge and expertise. You are the one who 
ultimately benefits in the long run. 
 
And now, finally, the point of all this is ... 
 



 

 

Julian's Rule #7:     

Aim for routines that are wind proof, child proof, angle proof, threadAim for routines that are wind proof, child proof, angle proof, threadAim for routines that are wind proof, child proof, angle proof, threadAim for routines that are wind proof, child proof, angle proof, thread----
freefreefreefree,,,, battery battery battery battery----freefreefreefree and able to be personalised. and able to be personalised. and able to be personalised. and able to be personalised.    
 

 
 
Do yourself a favour and strive to simplify the complexity of the tricks 
you are performing. This way you can then apply yourself to the other 
unexpected problems - that undoubtedly will arise from time to time - 
when you are at a booking. 
 

• If your card tricks require you to put cards on a surface, then 
expect the slightest breeze to send them flying or for that surface 
to be wet. 

 

• If you give cards out to spectators at an event, expect them to be 
returned bent, sometimes with beer or sticky goo on them.  

 

• If you use Invisible threads , expect them to break at the worst 
times; they will.  

 

• Understand that few things with a battery work 100% of the time. 
 

• Have some tricks that are easy to personalise to your bookers 
situation. Check out The BOB TrickThe BOB TrickThe BOB TrickThe BOB Trick that is available to you right 
now, free, at Julian's Magician School.  
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/bob-magic-trick.html 
 

• It meets every one of the 
criteria in my list. The fact 
you can personalise it - with 
names of people, 
businesses, sports, anything 
at all - makes this a great 
commercial trick that will 
get you remembered by the 

person who booked you. Watch the video and you'll see I explain 
how to do this towards the end. 

 
 
I expect my material and props to work 100% of the time. Unfortunately 
they don't, but my failure rate is very low. I achieve this by ... 

http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/bob-magic-trick.html 


 

 

 

• choosing material that fits the criteria I outlined in Rule #7 
 

• by keeping spares on hand, where possible, so I can switch out a 
defective prop for a good one: I keep a few spare sponge balls 
handy, an extra deck of cards in a back pocket 
 

• by treating my props as valuable assets 
 
My whole approach to simplifying the props I use came from street 
performing, and it has permeated almost every aspect of my magic 
repertoire. With the exception of my Educational shows - which often 
require larger props specifically designed to illustrate relevant messages 
- my shows are small on technology and big on audience involvement. 
 
Another thing I have found useful to help me decidedecidedecidedecide what doesn't go into  what doesn't go into  what doesn't go into  what doesn't go into 
my routinemy routinemy routinemy routine is my choice of box/case/bag that I will be using for that 
show. Then it's a simple matter of if it doesn't fit in the box, it doesn't go 
in the show. I developed this approach when I was a TV cameraman ( 
who was obsessed by magic) flying regularly around the world.  
 
I tired of not having a show ready to go when I was inevitably called 
upon to perform something. I vowed to create what I called dubbed my 
Anytime AnyplaceAnytime AnyplaceAnytime AnyplaceAnytime Anyplace show. I employed my Rule#7 plus the extra parameter 
of the case size. I had made up a box that could go with all my other 

cases of camera 
equipment. It 
was a seriously 
tough case 
designed for 
airline baggage 
holds. If the 
props didn't fit 
in, it wasn't in my 
show.  
 

This can be limiting, for sure, but right now, thatbut right now, thatbut right now, thatbut right now, that limitation will prove to  limitation will prove to  limitation will prove to  limitation will prove to 
bebebebe a good thing a good thing a good thing a good thing for you. for you. for you. for you. There are simply too many options available to 
you in magic that can cause you to stall through indecision, or paralysis 
by over-analysis as it is called. This is an effective way to clear away 
some of the clutter from your decision making process. 
 
Don't be afraid of doing this. Remember, there isn't a trick that will 
propel you to the next level. Your show will not suffer because a 
particular trick does not fit in your box. If it is that important to you, just 
get a bigger box. 
 
While we are talking about things that can stall you ... 



 

 

Let's discuss trying  to achieve 100% perfection. Don't fall into this trap 
either. For all the reasons I have outlined in earlier chapters - like how 
much goodwill your audiences have for you and if they like you, they will 
like what you do - you don't need to be perfect. 
 
I am what I call an 80 percenter: that is once I get most things about 
80% perfected, I roll them out for public viewing. Why?  
 
Because ... 
 

• the audience don't know how good it is supposed to be anyway. 
 

• the last 20% takes about as long as the first 80%, and you end 
up annoying those around you in your pursuit of it 

 

• it gets you where you need to be, sooner. That is getting 
confidence in front of people. 

 
I am not saying be sloppy with your magic. I am saying stop creating yet 
another barrier that will hinder you achieving your goal. 
 
Be aware too, that you will likely be doing more than one booking a day. 
The weekends are especially busy for a local magician.  
 
I regularly do 3 or 4 shows on a SatI regularly do 3 or 4 shows on a SatI regularly do 3 or 4 shows on a SatI regularly do 3 or 4 shows on a Saturday and another 3 or 4 on a urday and another 3 or 4 on a urday and another 3 or 4 on a urday and another 3 or 4 on a 
Sunday.Sunday.Sunday.Sunday. There is not much time left after travelling, and finding a 
parking spot, to be delicately resetting your routines. You really want to 
be able to grab and go. 
 
Even if you are performing your magic on a very limited part time basis, 
this still applies to you. 
 
Of course, this would be different is you were working, say, cruise ships 
for example. Your props would be sitting in the wings and you would 
generally have time to methodically reset between shows. Your lighting 
and sound are usually controlled and your audience is controllable in the 
theatre setting. Staying in control is what it's all about. 
 
To be a local magician, your act needs to be nimble and flexible.To be a local magician, your act needs to be nimble and flexible.To be a local magician, your act needs to be nimble and flexible.To be a local magician, your act needs to be nimble and flexible.    
 
My bump in / bump out (setting up and pulling down) times are short. I 
don't need to ask for assistance. I don't need to find power outlets. I 
don't worry when the room is tiny. Similarly, I don't fret if I walk in to find 
500 people instead of the 50 I expected. I have built my act to be 
flexible. I could. I could. I could. I could ev ev ev evenenenen do a shortened version of my act with things I could  do a shortened version of my act with things I could  do a shortened version of my act with things I could  do a shortened version of my act with things I could 
find in the average house and local store.find in the average house and local store.find in the average house and local store.find in the average house and local store. 
 
When I say my act, I mean the ... 



 

 

 
50% of material that you will find common to many of my shows. This is 
my 'A' material. I know this material back to front. It is my comfort zone. 
It is the stuff that I know audiences really respond to. It is the stuff that 
gets me bookings ... and much of it is not technically hard to do, nor 
difficult to set up. 
 

Am I confident when I arrive at a 

booking?  

 
I sure am. I don't get fazed too much anymore because I have learnt 
from my mistakes, and I've taken the necessary steps to keep on 
'problem-proofing' my routines and work practices. It is always a work in 
progress. Most of all I am confident that I can make the person who 
booked me, want to book me againwant to book me againwant to book me againwant to book me again,,,, and again and again and again and again. Not because I am a 
great magician (I'm not), but because I put their needs ahead of mine. 
 
So remember, the first step tothe first step tothe first step tothe first step to putting an act together putting an act together putting an act together putting an act together is to always 
consider your potential bookers needs by: 
 

• not creating extra worries for them 

• making them look good 
 
You will find out what works for you very quickly once you start doing it a 
few dozen times. I know it's hard to let go of some of your favourite 
tricks, but you will come to those decisions easily once you have tired of 
the problems those tricks present week after week. 
 
Clients rarely say they liked my tricksClients rarely say they liked my tricksClients rarely say they liked my tricksClients rarely say they liked my tricks    ........    they say they liked me...do you they say they liked me...do you they say they liked me...do you they say they liked me...do you 
see the difference?see the difference?see the difference?see the difference?    
 
Think back to the 3 act idea of the opener, middle and closer. You will 
be needing shorter, punchier routines for your opener.  
 
If you are at a restaurant gig and it is a busy night, you will be going from 
table to table; bang, bang, bang. If it is less booked you can afford more 
time at each table. This is where your longer 'middle' tricks come in. So 
you will need a variety of material.  
 
What you should also start to be on the lookout for is l-o-n-g-e-r material 
that enables you to spend a lot of time with one group of people. This is 
for the times you are booked for an event that doesn't meet the 
organisers expectations and few people turn up.  
 
If this ever happens to you... 
 



 

 

1. Don't under any circumstances agree to a reduction in your fee or 
succumb to an organiser's pleadings that you cancel your 
booking then and there. 
 

2. Instead, use this opportunity to your advantage to showcase your 
ability to make a bad situation better. 
 

If you have the right material, you can spend longer periods with small 
groups.  
 

Tip:  
An easy way to make a trick longerAn easy way to make a trick longerAn easy way to make a trick longerAn easy way to make a trick longer is to turn a trick into a game or a  is to turn a trick into a game or a  is to turn a trick into a game or a  is to turn a trick into a game or a 
storystorystorystory.  
 
It's pretty easy to do if you have chosen well with your tricks that make 
up your act. Here's an example, and again, it's available right now, free, 
at Julian's Magician School. 
 
The Frog PrinceThe Frog PrinceThe Frog PrinceThe Frog Prince requires you to only have one extra special card that you 
can easily add to a regular deck. This 'special card can be made by you, 
in about 30 secs, as you are turning your back. Or, if you are 
comfortable with a double lift, just use that. 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/frog-prince-trick.html 
 

You can then turn a simple trick into a 
fun l-o-n-g story with as much audience 
involvement as you desire. But here's 
the good bit, and I didn't mention this 
in the video. (If you are one of the 
smart people reading this e-book, then 
you get this knowledge that other's 

miss out on). You can hand out cards after the trick and teach everyone 
how to make the origami frog. This is very popular. People love it when 
you share fun things like this with them. Because the frogs are made of 
stiff playing cards, they also jump really well, which then means you can 
start having frog races, frog hoop-jumping contests, frog Olympics. You 
will have kids, and adults, jumping and punching the air when their frog 
wins.  

 
Here's another one. The Magic Quiz The Magic Quiz The Magic Quiz The Magic Quiz 
ShowShowShowShow. Again, you can have the 
question and answer sheets (a free 
download at my website) folded in your 
pocket. You will need two small 
sandwich bags which can be in a spare 
pocket or kept in the car for 

emergencies. Usually you can find a few at most locations you go. 



 

 

 
Once you understand how the game works, you will never forget it, 
because it is very easy to do. You can get a good 15 minutes of 
entertainment out of this and your small audience WILL have a really 
good time and make a bit of noise about it. 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/magic-quiz-show.html 
 
This leads nicely to ... 
 

Julian's Rule #8:     

It's not good enough just to make an event lively, you have to BE SEEN It's not good enough just to make an event lively, you have to BE SEEN It's not good enough just to make an event lively, you have to BE SEEN It's not good enough just to make an event lively, you have to BE SEEN 
to make it lively.to make it lively.to make it lively.to make it lively.    
 
Remember back to that discussion about the juggler? About how you 
can see how good he is, but it's harder to be able to recognise a 
magician's skill. We are going to extend that argument here. You, as a 
sensationally clever magician, can wow your audience, but anyone 
standing back and looking around might never know anything is going 
on. 
 

As much of the magic we do 
in strolling situations is in 
small intimate groups, we run 
the risk of blending into the 
crowd. Of course, we can 
stand out with our clothing by 
dressing differently to the 
crowd. People will see you 
and assume that you are 
doing something that is out of 

the ordinary. This can be a good thing. Sometimes it is a low key formal 
event like a cocktail evening. Maybe then it is better to dress to blend in. 
 
But at the family and kids events that I regularly attend, it is important 
that people know I am there. I'm not talking about the attendees, but the 
bookers. Sometimes I never get the chance to meet them beforehand, 
but I want them to know that they are spending their money well. 
 
This is why I always: 
 

• break into a mini-show whenever I can. I like to get up on a chair 
and call a crowd around me. I want to make some noise. I want 
the bookers to know I am there. 
 

Here's a nifty little idea ... 
 

http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/magic-quiz-show.html


 

 

• If there is an announcer, who is broadcasting throughout the 
event, I try to do one of these mini-shows in a place where they 
can see me. They are usually struggling to find things to talk 
about, so they will welcome the chance to commentate my show. 
Even if the booker can't see me, this way they can hear about 
me. 
 

• have plenty of tricks that require audience involvement. People 
love watching people they know participate in a trick. This is an 
easy way to start a crowd forming. 
 

• Choose tricks that are visual and have the ability to create some 
noise from the audience 

 
The people booking you want to know they are spending their money 
well. Don't make it hard for them to find out. 
 
Take a look at Eric LeCleric with Rocky RacoonEric LeCleric with Rocky RacoonEric LeCleric with Rocky RacoonEric LeCleric with Rocky Racoon .  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EELn3yMP26I Eric is a really cool 
magician from Canada who has top notch technical skills. In fact, he is 
Canada's Magic Champion.  

 
Here he is at a community festival. He 
could have chosen any of hundreds of 
tricks at his disposal. Instead, he is 
walking around doing silly things with 
Rocky Racoon. If you don't know Rocky, 
it is a spring puppet (essentially a tube 
of fur with a spring inside of it). Eric is 
keeping the booker happy by not 
letting his ego take over. And don't 
forget, he is getting paid a decent 
amount of money to do this. 
 

I'd like to bet money that he would have spoken to the booker after the 
event and the only thing the booker would have mentioned about tricks 
was, "make sure you bring that raccoon thing again next year!" 
 
If you haven't seen it, check out David Williamson's Rocky Racoon David Williamson's Rocky Racoon David Williamson's Rocky Racoon David Williamson's Rocky Racoon 
RoutineRoutineRoutineRoutine. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMLVbgCgx1o The clip is 
old and the sound is out of sync but you will get the idea. Rocky is a 
winner with audiences. 
 
So I hope I have started you believing that you don't need great technical 
skills to start making money as a magician.  
 
But what does a magician earn? 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMLVbgCgx1o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EELn3yMP26I


 

 

 
 
 

How much does a magician 

earn? 
 
That's a really hard question to answer. I only know, for sure, how much 
one magician earns, and that magician is me. And I'm not about to 
disclose that. 

 
What I can tell you though, is that you can 
make a comfortable living out of magic, if 
you approach it right. You can also make 
some money, and have fun doing what 
you enjoy, on a part time basis too. You 
can even make money from magic and 
give it away! I'll tell you later about how I 
used to do that. 
 
But before we go there, I've got to ask you 
a question: Where do you see yourself 
fitting into magic? Do you want to do 

children's and family entertaining?  Maybe tradeshows, work the 
cruiseships? Perhaps one night a week doing restaurant magic would do 
you just nicely? You'll need to research and ask lots of questions from 
people in these areas. 
 

In helping you plan your path, I 
want to offer you some insights I 
have gained over my 15 or so 
years of being involved with 
magic. 
 
I left my previous career as a TV 
documentary cameraman right 
when I was at the top of my 

game. I was travelling the world, I had won dozens of awards - local, 
national and international - and I was in demand. I don't tell you this to 
brag, but to make a point.  Why would I want to leave this lifestyle? ... 

Chapter 

7 



 

 

 
Because Because Because Because I really wanted to be a magicianI really wanted to be a magicianI really wanted to be a magicianI really wanted to be a magician and entertain children and 
families. I would go to sleep thinking about being a magician and I would 
wake up dreaming about being a magician. 
 
If you don't have that real passion then I'm going to suggest maybe this 
is not for you. 
 
You'll find you have to work really hard at marketing yourself to be able 
to make a sustainable living from magic ... and that's a whole book in 
itself. As the old saying goes: in show business you have to do a lot of 
business to get a little bit of show. No matter what area of magic you 
see yourself fitting into, you will need to work at getting those bookings. 
 
So again I ask, where do you see yourself working in this exciting world 
of magic? The corporate world with Fortune 500 companies as your 
clients, or schmoozing with celebrities in Vegas. Maybe cruising into 
exotic ports with your floating illusion show?  It seems pretty alluring 
doesn't it.  
 

Likely though, you will be surrounded by 25 
kids with sticky hands. All of the 
aforementioned are achievable. If you have 
a dream, then go for it. We need more 
people acting on their dreams. But you need 
to know that these glamour jobs are in 
limited supply and the competition is tough. 
The bulk of professional magic work is with 
children's audiences. 

 
I'm going to put something to you that I hardly ever hear discussed in 
magic circles. It seems so obvious to me now, after a dozen or so years 
in front of different types of audiences. And hear me out before you send 
me the angry email. 
 

Adults don't "really like" magic 

 
Of course they don't hate it.  They like it when they see it. I like it and I'm 
an adult. Plenty of you reading this are adults and you like it. My adult 
audiences like my magic.  
 
But do they REALLY LIKE it? I mean like a kid REALLY LIKES magic? I'm 
pretty sure they don't. 
 
Consider this ... 



 

 

If you were to have an adult write down 20 things they would like to do 
in the next few years , I'm guessing that maybe one in a thousand would 
put down 'see a magic show!' 
 
Now do the same with kids under 12. I'm guessing you would get close 
to one in ten kids writing down, that one of things they would like to do, 
is to see a magic show. 
 

Even though my examples above are 
un-tested and open to much 
argument, the point to take away 
from it is that ratio of kids to adults -
that "really like" magic - is large, very 
large. In my figures above it is 100:1 
in favour of kids. Let's say I am 
completely off the mark and it is only 
50:1 or even 25:1. 

 
My point is this: if you were starting any business and you had 2 
products, and one of those products was 25 times harder to sell than 
the other, then you would want to have either: a really good product to 
sell to the smaller market or you would need to have a really good way of 
selling it to them. 
 
And that has been my experience with performing magic. Children's 
entertainment is where the steady money is, if you are considering being 
a local magician. Sure, you can't charge as much as a doing a 
tradeshow, but if you have marketed yourself well, the bookings will 
keep coming in as long as people keep having babies. Every year 
maternity hospitals pump out new clients for you. 
 

 
 
If you strike the right mix at the right time, childrens entertaining can be 
very lucrative. Here in Australia, the top earning entertainers, out of any 
entertainment category, are The Wiggles. If you haven't heard of them, 
they are the interational music phenomenom for 2-5 year olds.They earn 
around the $50 million a year mark, more than Austalia's top stars like 
Russell Crowe and Nicole Kidman. 



 

 

 
The short of all this is you can generally ask higher fees in the adult 
forms of magic, but the work is harder to get and keep. Children's magic 
generally pays less, but the work is more consistent. 
 
Of course, you have to be guided by your talents and passions. Whatever 
you do, don't think of entertaining children unless you genuinely like kids 
and have a natural rapport with them. You will fail badlyYou will fail badlyYou will fail badlyYou will fail badly. Kids will tear 
you down like a pack of wolves taking a lame deer. Technically, kids 
magic can be easy, but that's about where it stops. You need the right 
personality and skill set. I can't tell you what that is. You'll just know 
within yourself if you are right for the job. 
 
Likewise, don't think of working your act at comedy clubs unless have 
the quick wit to go with the territory. 
 
I'm not trying to persuade you to choose either, or, both. I am just trying 
to give you an insight into the market. If you want to be the next Criss 
Angel, go for it. If you make it big, then remember me fondly and send 
me a cheque for the small amount of help I may have given you. 
 
So, what does a magicianSo, what does a magicianSo, what does a magicianSo, what does a magician    ---- apart from Criss Angel  apart from Criss Angel  apart from Criss Angel  apart from Criss Angel ---- earn? earn? earn? earn?    
 
The following are figures that would hold fairly true for Australian and 
USA markets, but the margin of error is going to be high as there are 
always going to be exceptions. This is truly a 'how long is a piece of 
string' type question. 
 
 

• Kids birthday parties range from $75-$350+. You do not want to 
be charging at the low end of the scale. You really shouldn't be 
doing it if you are charging that amount. You will get less work by 
charging less. That's a discussion I will have in another ebook on 
marketing yourself. Look at this online ad below. Would you even 
bother ringing? 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

• American magician Chris Capehart suggests on one of his DVD's 
(I think it's  Kiddin' Around) that an established local children's 
magician should be able to break the $100,000 a year barrier. I 
know magicians who do. 

 

• Is there an average magician's salary? I'm not sure how they 
came up with this figure of $49,000$49,000$49,000$49,000 but check it out anyway. 
http://careers.stateuniversity.com/pages/7790/Magician.html 

• Private parties with a predominately adult audience fall into the 
$100-$600 range for a few hours of strolling magic. Of course, if 
the party is for a movie star then you would want to be charging 
more. 

 

• A larger event like a corporate dinner or ball probably gets you 
around the $750 to $1500 range. 
 

• Tradeshows can bring in $500 to $5000+ a day. This is a 
dwindling market and fiercely protected by those in it. 
 

• Restaurant magic varies wildly. Some people take $15 -$25 per 
hour, others $150+ per hour. It depends on the restaurant but 
generally the hospitality industry runs on small profit margins and 
magicians aren't considered high on their list of priorities. They 
can be great places to hone your technical and people skills. 
 

• Illusionist shows can earn $25,000 for a show but remember, 
there are cast and crew and transport to pay out of that. 
Illusionist shows can also accept $1000 if they have to pay the 
bills. There are lots of good but struggling illusionists. 
 

• Street performing. 
When I busked for 
money, I was of average 
ability. With an 
audience of 50-100 
people my takings per 
20 minute show would 
range from $30 to the 
highest of $130. Really 
good street performers can draw a crowd of a few hundred and 
quite literally charm the money out of them. It's a real skill. 
FULL DISCLOSURE: I was still employed in the world of TV when I 
busked so all my takings over a year or so were donated to a 
children's hospital charity. It actually made it easier for me to ask 
for money as I think my audiences felt guilty if they were thinking 
of not putting something in the hat. 
 

But some well paid magicians don't even call themselves magicians ... 

http://careers.stateuniversity.com/pages/7790/Magician.html 


 

 

There are those magicians who use magic in what they do, but no longer 
refer to themselves as magicians. These are magicians on the 
professional speaking circuit. Again, very competitive, but if you can 
crack it, there is money to be made. 
 
Why do they not tell people they are magicians? Sadly it's because 
magicians are low in the food chain of professional entertainers and if 
you are dealing with booking agents, having magician in your title often 
lowers your negotiating power. 

 
It wasn't always this way. There were 
times in history when magicians were 
very highly regarded. It may well be 
the case again, and you might be one 
of the new wave of magicians who 
make magic prominent again. 
 
I know you would love to have me put 
an exact figure on things for you but 

I, nor anyone else, can do that. You will hear people say that you should 
charge what you think you are worth. That doesn't help you when you 
don't know where to begin. It used to really bug me because I had NO 
IDEA of what I was worth. 
 
So here's a So here's a So here's a So here's a useful formulauseful formulauseful formulauseful formula. It gives you a starting point on trying to work 
out what you should quote for certain jobs. 
 
To begin with, if you are just starting out then there is no shame in doing 
jobs for free. This is a great way to get some experience up. It makes 
sense to do it. I did it. I will cover some places you can try in a later 
chapter. 

 
Once you have your act going 
and you have put yourself out 
in the market, let's say you 
are asked to quote on a job 
for a company party. Consider 
what the cheapest form of 
entertainment that company 
could provide for it's staff. 
The benchmark seems to be 
taking them to see a movietaking them to see a movietaking them to see a movietaking them to see a movie. 
With some popcorn and a 
drink, this would come to 
somewhere in the $8-$12 

range - and this is for a movie that will likely be fairly forgettable. 
 



 

 

So use this as a starting point to work out your fee. If you are starting 
out, you would want to maybe work in the $5-$7 per head range. More 
experienced magicians can ask in the $8-$12 per head range. 
 
Ask the client how many people will be attending. If there are 100, then 
you do the maths and work out what you are worth. This may not be 
what the market in your local area will sustain, but it is an indication of 
what your services are worth compared to the cheapest other option 
available. 
 
One thing is for certain thing though: tttthe more confident you are, the he more confident you are, the he more confident you are, the he more confident you are, the 
more you will be able to charge.more you will be able to charge.more you will be able to charge.more you will be able to charge. That's why I keep telling you to get out 
in front of audiences as soon, and as much, as you can. 
 
Ah, there's that confidence thing again. It stops so many of us in our 
tracks. Confidence is about the only thing you can't get off the shelf.  
 
Well read on as I may have something for you. I'm very excited about 
what I am offering you in the next chapter, very excited ... but first... 
 
 
Should I leave my jobShould I leave my jobShould I leave my jobShould I leave my job to become  to become  to become  to become a magiciana magiciana magiciana magician????    
 
NO NO NO. I don't want or expect you to leave your job. That would be 
foolish. But you, just like me, can start preparing for the change. How 
long that takes you is your call. Maybe six months, maybe six years, 
maybe never. I don't guarantee you anything. You are the master of your 
own destiny. Should you decide you want to explore yourself and your 
unrecognised ability, I'm here to helpfully guide you through the maze. 
 
What I can do for you is filter my fifteen years of reading, watching, 
attempting, succeeding, failing and buying to give you the stuff you need 
to know, and to point you to other valuable resources. I've been there 
and done that. Sure, I'd love for you to succeed like I have in my own 
small modest way, but it requires cautious planning. 
 
Read this Forbes ArticleForbes ArticleForbes ArticleForbes Article dated 18 Jan 2011. This is the relevant 
paragraph: http://blogs.forbes.com/jennagoudreau/2011/01/18/jobs-
outlook-careers-headed-for-the-trash-pile-worst-occupation-hiring-
declining-fields-economy-market/?boxes=Homepagechannels 

 
"In some cases, market and technology changes 
simply speed up an occupation’s decline once it 
goes out of fashion, Shatkin says. Stage 
performers—a category that includes magicians, 
jugglers, clowns and dancers—suffered a steep five-
year decline of 61%. Increased interest in movies 
and home entertainment technologies, including 

http://blogs.forbes.com/jennagoudreau/2011/01/18/jobs-outlook-careers-headed-for-the-trash-pile-worst-occupation-hiring-declining-fields-economy-market/?boxes=Homepagechannels


 

 

video games, he says, has decreased the demand for live 
performances." 
 
There has been a marked decrease in the number of magic shows on 
the Las Vegas strip since the GFC hit. There has been a push down 
effect with those displaced Vegas performers muscling in on the cruise 
ship and tradeshow markets and the effect trickles down.  
 
This e-book is not a marketing plan or a business model. It's a tool to 
help you get in front of audiences. You'll know from that point on if this 
is something you want to pursue further. 
 
 
Are there any hidden bonuses to being a Are there any hidden bonuses to being a Are there any hidden bonuses to being a Are there any hidden bonuses to being a professional professional professional professional magician?magician?magician?magician?    
 
Yep. You can claim your tricks, DVDs and conventions on your tax 
return...which is really nicereally nicereally nicereally nice. 
 
 
How are you going so far? Are you really frustrated that I haven't given 
you a list of tricks to go out and buy. You should be working out by now 
that I'm not a quick fix sort of a guy. I hope you have found what you 
have read so far not to be just hollow theory. It would really disappoint 
me to hear that, as I am by nature very practical in my approach to 
things. Which is why I am really excited about this next chapter. Here's 
some real, practical help for you ... 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Putting an act together 
 
UPDATED Nov 2013 
 
Nov 1st 2013 was the release of  
 

 
 
This 5 month online membership course has set new standards in how 
children's and family magic is taught. Let me simply put it this way; if 
what you have read in this ebook inspires and excites you, then this 
course will flip your lid. 
 
But don't just take my word, listen to other readers of this ebook have 
said ... 
 

"Wow!!! This is better than any other online course I have ever seen! You 
have certainly taken my magic shows to new levels. Once again Julian, 
you have managed to easily explain and teach something that others 
couldn’t. I don’t know how you do it, but you make it so easy." 
Steve WickentonSteve WickentonSteve WickentonSteve Wickenton    

    

"I haven't seen this great information anywhere else before. Let me say 
you have done some outstanding work. You have put together a course 
that will really help me. You have really thought things through for what 
up and coming magicians would need. You are also incredibly generous 
in letting us see your show that you make your lively hood from, that 
most people would guard jealously. You are making a big difference in 
my life, and impacting many more through your mentoring. I just want to 
say thanks." Nigel Vaux Nigel Vaux Nigel Vaux Nigel Vaux    

Chapter 
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The best news for you is that I have created 4 FREE training videos4 FREE training videos4 FREE training videos4 FREE training videos that 
are companions to the course. They are available for you right now. 
 
Go to www.buildyourmagicshow.com  
 
and put your email address in and you will get the first video, then the 
next 3, one a day for 3 days. These videos contain SO MUCH great 
information about putting an act together. You would be crazy not to get 
them. There is no obligation and you can unsubscribe at any time. 
 
Some of the routines that I previously offered in this chapter were 
available for purchase in my online magic store. That store is now closed 
BUT some the very same routines are now part of the 4 FREE training 
videos I just mentioned.  
 
The rest of the routines are now part of the new Build Your Magic Show 
course. I have just included them as a gift to people who are willing to 
commit to trying to improve themselves.  
 
Rather than delete this chapter, I have shortened it but left some 
valuable material that will really help you. 
 
Original Chapter Material follows from this point .... 
 
This chapter has caused me many sleepless nights. Will I, wont I? If I do, 
what will I include? I'm not an expert in this stuff. People will not be 
lining up to have me consult on their act. 
 
What I am an expert at though, is putting my own act together. I could 
share with you my entire routines and shows, but the truth is you would 
get little out of that, because this is material that I have moulded around 
my personality and performing style. I thought about skipping this 
chapter completely as I didn't know what I could tell you further to what 
I've discussed already. 
 
Taking heed of my own advice - that it wasn't all about just the tricks - I 
scanned through all of my material for the stuff that originally gave me originally gave me originally gave me originally gave me 
the confidencethe confidencethe confidencethe confidence to start performing. 
 
What surprised me is how much of that original material that I still use 
to this very day. I use it because it works well. So I started playing 
around with it and what I found is that it forms a solid, safe framework 
that I have built my shows around.  
 
Not all of it is technically easy to do, but there is much that is. So I 
started looking at the easy to do material, and it became obvious that 
there was enough to actually make a framework of audience-tested, 

http://www.buildyourmagicshow.com


 

 

audience-pleasing openers, closers, attention getters, laugh getters and 
tricks. 
 
What I also realised was that a lot of this material was like a safety net 
to me. I knew it worked so well for audiences that it gave me the 
confidence to take chances with other new tricks. If the new tricks 
weren't going as well as I had hoped, I could come back to these 'secure 
tricks' as a safe way to continue, or quickly finish up, while still leaving 
the audience with a good impression of me. 
 
And I've decided to share some of this material with you ... 
 
I've called it Julian's Magic Safety Net. It is a one-of-a-kind resource for 
aspiring magicians. If you know of anything else like this on the internet, 
let me know. 
 

 
 
 
Taking the leap to standing in front of an audience is easy with my 
safety net in place. You can venture out secure in the knowledge that if 
things go wrong, you can come back to the safety and security of this 
material.  
 
Imagine the thrill of walking the magic highwire without the fear of 
falling. Now you can ... and much sooner than you think. Because 
everything here is easy to do.  
 
Use this platform to grow and evolve from. You could use only this 
material and earn money if you wanted. But I know you can be so much 
better.  Because I've taken the time and effort to make this easy for you, 
now you can concentrate on forming your own style, and adding your 
own favourite routines that suit you the best. 
 
I hope you see this as your entry ticket to a wonderful new world. 



 

 

 
So this covers the opener, middle and closer that I have been talking 
about so much.  
 
Everything here ticks at least 5 out of the 6 boxes that were in Julian's 
Rule #7.  
 
These routines are:    

1.1.1.1. wind proofwind proofwind proofwind proof        
2.2.2.2. child prochild prochild prochild proofofofof        
3.3.3.3. angle proof angle proof angle proof angle proof     
4.4.4.4. threadthreadthreadthread----free free free free     
5.5.5.5. batterybatterybatterybattery----freefreefreefree        
6.6.6.6. and able to be personalised.and able to be personalised.and able to be personalised.and able to be personalised.    

 
As this is material that I earn money with, I cannot give it to you for free. 
You will find however that everything is more than fairly priced. Of course 
you will always retain your free access to all the other tricks at Julian's 
Magician School and the wealth of information I have given you in this 
book. 
 
So let's have a look at how this framework ... well ... works. 
 

How to Break The Ice 
 
How to approach people in a group is one of the most often asked 
performing questions you find coming up, again and again, in online 
forums and magazine columns.  
 
I have a natural, friendly, chatty way of breaking into groups when I am 
doing paid strolling magic. All I do is act as if I were a guest at the event 
and I didn't know anyone. I could either stand in the corner or start trying 
to strike up a conversation, here and there, and see where it leads. This 
works well for me. People who are naturally chatty find it curious that 
others would find it hard trying to start conversations. 
 
But I wasn't always like this. Remember back to the introduction, where I 
said I was naturally shy for much of my life. I was, and mingling in social 
situations never came easy for me. How to get people's attention was 
hard for me, and always on my mind. 
 
Then when I started doing magic it got even worse. My thinking went: if I 
am interrupting you to show you some tricks, then I'd better be able to 
deliver because if I can't , you're going to be angry with me. The fear of 
failure and it's subsequent rejection started to creep in, and it's then 
that I'd loose the confidence I needed so much. 
 



 

 

So I came up with a strategy. I thought that if I approached a group of 
people with something other than a magic trick, something that didn't 
have any of the it-either-works-or-it doesn't connotations attached to it, 
then I needn't worry about failing. 
 
This fits into my theory that I mentioned earlier too, the one where I 
suggested that adults don't REALLY LIKE magic all that much. What 
people do really like though, are competitions, especially ones where 
they have a chance of winning something. 
 
So I thought to myself, why not take some tricks that can't go wrong and 
rename them as competitions. I engineered it so the person competing 
would always win - but luckily for me and unknown to them - the prize for 
winning would always be a magic trick.  
 
Of course I didn't spell this out to the audience at the start, but it 
became abundantly clear by the end. This way I didn't have to say I was 
a magician at the outset, which in my own mind, was creating a lot of 
pressure on me to get it right. This way,  I could ease into the group and 
test the waters so to speak. 
 
I don't need to do this now. I have the confidence of experience behind 
me, but it was a great way to get going. I do however use these 
approaches often, especially when I really want to get noticed at an 
event, the benefits I mentioned in an earlier chapter. 
 

 
 
The 3333 Attention Getters / Ice Breakers  Attention Getters / Ice Breakers  Attention Getters / Ice Breakers  Attention Getters / Ice Breakers I am offering you will really help in 
how to get people's attention ...  
 



 

 

• ''''EveryoneEveryoneEveryoneEveryone s A Winners A Winners A Winners A Winner    is a very fast and easy to follow game 
where the winning prize is ... a magic trick! Your audience quickly 
realise you have hoodwinked them. With a smile you graciously 
fulfil your side of the bargain by doing a magic trick. This is a lot 
of fun. You'll find yourself repeating it, as your audience will want 
you to do it to their friends who haven't seen it yet. They feel it's 
fun to be in on the secret. You can also customise this with your 
client's particular message if required. 
 

• '''' !!!!WhatWhatWhatWhat s That Theres That Theres That Theres That There     I show you how to make a gimmick 
that will turn you into an instant sleight of hand expert. As a quick 
way to establish yourself as a magician, it is showy, visual and 
amazing looking. It also comes into and out of play in a very 
natural fashion. You never get caught. All ages love this. It is very 
cheap to make. You will keep this in your pocket always. 
 

• FREEbieFREEbieFREEbieFREEbie    Everyone loves a freebie. You start handing out free 
giveaways and, as humans don't like to miss out on something 
for free, you get lots of takers. While everyone is standing around 
looking perplexed with their freebie, you get them to follow your 
actions and before they know it, they have done their first magic 
trick ever. While the smiles and chattering are at a high, you 
launch into something a little more interesting, your first trick. A 
lot of fun for a small outlay.    

 
    

    
You will find them very versatile and no doubt you'll come up with other 
ways of including them in your magic routines. 
 
 
If these don't suit you, here's .... 
 
 
3 easy ways to introduce you and your tricks 
 
tell a story, share a secret, make a confessiontell a story, share a secret, make a confessiontell a story, share a secret, make a confessiontell a story, share a secret, make a confession    
 
 

1. Tell a StoryTell a StoryTell a StoryTell a Story ....When I was seven years old I was struck by 
lightning and this has left me with strange and unique powers. 
Check out what happens when I put this straw on this bottle ... 
 

2. Share a SecretShare a SecretShare a SecretShare a Secret ... This is a magicians only trick and I normally 
don't show this to non-magicians but you seem like you really 
enjoy magic, so check this out, but just keep it between us ok. 
 



 

 

3.3.3.3. Make a CoMake a CoMake a CoMake a Confessionnfessionnfessionnfession    ... You know, I secretly hated card tricks and 
could never tell other magicians, but then I found this one 
amazing trick that completely changed my thinking...    

 
    
So now you've got their attention, and they are keen to see something, 
you could show them any of literally thousands of tricks. If you don't 
have anything in mind, then I've got ... 
    
2 Big Response Versatile Card Tricks and 1 2 Big Response Versatile Card Tricks and 1 2 Big Response Versatile Card Tricks and 1 2 Big Response Versatile Card Tricks and 1 NeverNeverNeverNever----Fail Card ForceFail Card ForceFail Card ForceFail Card Force  that 
will serve you well in many performing situations. I use these many times 
every month and they get great reactions. Both have BIG IMPACT 
climaxes. Both are very easy to do. Both require you to force a card. 
 

 
 
 
Stop panicking. This is the easiest, most sure-fire force I know. I use it all 
the time because it has qualities that make it really useful for 
performing. 
This card force is: 
 

• Super easy to do 
 

• You can make the required 'something' in about 60 secs. 
 

• It has 100% accuracy after about one minute of practise. 
 

• You can do it with your eyes shut, ears blocked and probably with 
gloves on (though I've never tried) 
 

• It doubles as a deck organiser 
 

• It looks like a completely fair choice 
 



 

 

• You are in complete control. The audience never touch the cards. 
 

• Everybody in the group gets to see the card. 
 

• You remain the centre of attention the entire time. 
 

It sounds like a big hype up of a simple move, doesn't it. But when you 
use it, you will see that it does meet all the criteria listed above. 
 
I don't use this never-fail card force in my regular strolling deck. I usually 
have a number of decks I carry that serve different purposes. You can 
set one deck up to contain this force and the two card tricks you will 
learn. You will get a lot of mileage out of them. You will also be prepared 
for a multitude of situations you may face.  
 
Even if you can do a top notch classic force, you will want to know about 
this force because of it's versatility to do other things that a magician 
under pressure would want. 
 
Now for the card tricks. If you don't like card tricks, then these might 
change your mind. I am always on the lookout for versatile card tricks. 
By this I mean tricks that, with some small adjustments, let you use 
them for a few people or a big room of people. 
 
Here are two card tricks that I use from my performing repertoire. The 
first one is fantastic and the second is better than that ... 
 

    
    
    
    
The Name of The CardThe Name of The CardThe Name of The CardThe Name of The Card    
 
An audience pleasing card trick that is: 
 

• very clever but sosososo easy easy easy easy to do 

• even without a good presentation your audience will still love it 

• plays big - I have done this to a crowd of 600 

• just as good for strolling 

• adaptable to suit different messages for different audiences 

• suitable for any audience over 10yrs 

• requires a deck of cards and 2 items found at a stationery store 
 
Before we get to the second card trick, I want to discuss the idea of 
'playing' your audience. The easiest way to explain this is with a fishing 
analogy. 



 

 

 
You cast your baited hook and start getting a few nibbles. You start to 
tug the line a bit to make the bait look more appealing, then BAM, you've 
got one hooked. Rather than just reeling in the fish and risk losing it, a 
good fisherman plays the line, increasing and releasing the tension, 
playing the fish to tire it. Then you land it. 
 
 
The same with your audiences. You want to 'play' with them a bit to 
create highs and lows, to build in the possibility of failure, and to set up 
the situation where you will ultimately triumph over your expected 
demise. 
 
 
So try to build some texture into your routines. The simplest way is what 
card expert Simon Lovell calls the silent miscall and revealsilent miscall and revealsilent miscall and revealsilent miscall and reveal. Simply, 
when you go to reveal the spectators card, you look at it expectantly like 
you have located it, then without speaking, you drop the tension in your 
facial muscles to imply disappointment and that you have actually 
failed.  You pause for a beat, then smile and reveal you have got their 
card. 
 
 
Strangely, I have found that the climax of a trick is often not the end. 
Sometimes when a trick finishes with a sock-it-to-'em reveal, it can be 
sometimes too sudden. It's like you have skidded to a halt in a bus. 
Immediately after it stops, there will be silence as everyone looks 
around to the others, as they try and make sense of what just 
happened. That silence is very tense and needs to be broken. 
 
 
The same thing happens in magic. One of the best ways to release the 
tension is with a funny quip that is related to the trick. These quips also 
help with a smooth transition as you finish one trick and move onto the 
next. You can keep engaging the audience as you are changing props so 
you have no dead time between your tricks. 
These quips can take years of trial and error to find the right ones. This 
next audience pleasing trick comes with it's own built-in terrific finishing 
quip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Origami CardOrigami CardOrigami CardOrigami Card    
    
This comes straight out of my performing repertoire. You'll be able to put 
it into service almost immediately. 
 

• requires only a deck of cards and a pair of scissors 

• It's one of my go to tricks for audiences of 5 - 50. 

• Looks like it requires great skill but very easy to achieve 

• You end up with a giveaway memento for an audience member 

• Use it as a middle or a closer. 

• this is a full performance piece 
 
 
Often at a family strolling event I would find lots of families with kids 
under 5. It can be difficult to do tricks to kids this age. I would go to do a 
trick for the parents but before I could even open my mouth, the parents 
would already be telling their child I was going to do a magic trick for 
them. So you need to be prepared and have something for little kids 
under 5 years old. 
 
    

 
 
 
Magic tricks for little kids, especially in a strolling situation, can be more 
difficult than you think. 
 
 
Little kids are often very timid. When you are doing a show they have the 
security of their peers. In a strolling situation they can feel quite 
intimidated by yet another GIANT adult. 
 
 
I've found that you need to tune into what these kids really like. They 
don't have the concept of magic tricks that older kids do. What they do 
like though, are games and gifts.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

If there is one trick that sums up everything I have promoted to you in 
this book, it's this one. I love performing this trick. This one trick has the 
potential to lift your showmanship skills faster than anything I know of. 
    
The one trick that Julian never goes anywhere withoutThe one trick that Julian never goes anywhere withoutThe one trick that Julian never goes anywhere withoutThe one trick that Julian never goes anywhere without.. 
 

    
    
 
My natural instincts are to keep this routine to myself but when I thought 
it through, I kept on imagining  the number of smiles across the world 
this little guy can bring. So it is with heavy heart I let Hernando pack his 
suitcase and start his adventures around the world. I know his home will 
always be here with me. Here he is... 
    

''''Hernando The WorldHernando The WorldHernando The WorldHernando The World s Strongest Fleas Strongest Fleas Strongest Fleas Strongest Flea    
    

• super easy to do 

• full performance routine 

• lots of audience involvement 

• ages 6 to 106 

• one of the best family audiences routines 

• plays well to big audiences 
 
 



 

 

 
 
These are perhaps the 3 most useful magic tools you can have in your 
magic tool bag. These are guaranteed laugh getters. As such, I use them 
as emergency outs. What I mean by that is if any routine falls flat, or 
something breaks, or I have forgotten to put something back in it's place 
before the show, I can launch straight into one of these at a moments 
notice and get my show back on track. I have even used them as an 
emergency quick finish to shows. Because they naturally get a laugh, 
your audience remembers you well. 
 
 
Before we move onto closers, it's worth taking note of these two points: 
 
1. 1. 1. 1. Don't open with audience involvementDon't open with audience involvementDon't open with audience involvementDon't open with audience involvement. . . . This is not a strict rule, and a 
lot depends on your approach. But it is a good thing to be aware of when 
you are structuring your routines. 
 
You have to let people get to know you a bit before you start asking 
them to hold things and be part of the trick. It's like rushing things on a 
first date; slow down a bit. You do need to establish your credentials 
first: that you are a magician and not just some weird stranger off the 
street. 
 
2. 2. 2. 2. Don't end with a volunteer trickDon't end with a volunteer trickDon't end with a volunteer trickDon't end with a volunteer trick  This is a more hard and fast rule.  
 
You'll find it awkward to finish your routine with someone on stage next 
to you. They will be unsure of what they should be doing. Where do I 
walk? Do I bow too? Plus this is your momentthis is your momentthis is your momentthis is your moment where you take your well 
deserved thankyou from the audience. Remember you have just made 
their day a little brighter. 
 
Make sure you make it easyeasyeasyeasy for the audience to say thanks. A good line I 
like to use is: and that folks is the applause-inducing conclusion to my 



 

 

show. I say that at the same time as striking a subtle applause cue. Here 
I bend my arms at the elbow so they are parallel to the floor, and turn 
my palms upwards. I also have a wry smile on face and I slightly nod my 
head, as if egging them on to raise their hands and clap. Everyone feels 
better if you make the effort to do this. 
 
Finding the right end for your shows can be a real problem. It's a hard 
thing to get right. I searched for years and years and was still unhappy 
with my show endings. They were ok, but I never thought I had nailed it. 
 

    

    
    
 
If you've got the right mIf you've got the right mIf you've got the right mIf you've got the right materialaterialaterialaterial, structuring a routine is easy, and , structuring a routine is easy, and , structuring a routine is easy, and , structuring a routine is easy, and 
ENTERTAINING an audience is easy.ENTERTAINING an audience is easy.ENTERTAINING an audience is easy.ENTERTAINING an audience is easy.    
    
There will many of you who will still think, no, I just want to get a 
hovering card or put people's cell phones inside a balloon. 
 
There is a video on YouTube ( I won't direct you to it because it's not fair 
to single them out) of a couple of guys discussing the merits of a really 
clever card trick. They are in a crowded city centre where they spy a 
couple of women, quietly standing twenty paces away. They summon up 
the courage to approach them, and begin to tell them that they will do 
the most amazing trick. The women look uncomfortable and try to ignore 
them, but the magicians insist. The women give in and watch the trick. 
Their reaction is astounding. They are actually confused. The magicians 
then had to explain how brilliant the trick was. 
 
Why they posted it on YouTube is beyond me. Maybe they thought it was 
a success? My point is: that it is actually a startling trick. Had these 
magicians given just a little bit of thought to structuring a simple routine, 
and had they just put a smile on their faces as well, they would have had 
the result they wanted, and subsequently, the confidence to do it again. 
Given the sheepish looks on their faces, I doubt they gave it another go.  
 



 

 

So if you decide to use any of this material I am offering you, then you'll 
soon be looking for places to try it out ... 
 
 
Please be clear that the routines you just read about are available 
through my new course 
 
 

 
 
 
Everything is explained so clearly in the 4 FREE Training videos which 
are ready for you right now at www.buildyourmagicshow.com 
 
 

http://www.buildyourmagicshow.com


 

 

 

Where do I start getting experience? 
    
 
Start small, walk out your door and perform for free. That's it in a 
nutshell. 
 
Short of tie a rope around you and drag you out, there is nothing much 
more I can do for you to get you started. If you really want to give this 
whole magic thing a go, then I have given you a huge advantage over 
many magicians. 
 
I'll tell you now, you don't have to worry about a flood of new magicians 
taking over the market place just because they've read this ebook and 
downloaded my videos. Why? 

 
The truth is most people 
never act on their desires.  
 
If you are one of the few 
who have the ability to 
turn your dreams into 
reality, then I'll give you a 
few quick tips, and then 
you may as well just go 
and get started on living 
your dream. 

 
Those of you have may have some trouble kick starting your ideas into 
action, hang around, and I'll tell you hI'll tell you hI'll tell you hI'll tell you how I alwayow I alwayow I alwayow I always make things happen s make things happen s make things happen s make things happen 
for myself for myself for myself for myself and they might just work for you too. This is a bit of a 
motivational chapter where you'll find some surprising insights. 
 
 
 
So here's my final tips for those of you who are ready to fly.... 
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Tip 1 
get an opener, middle and closer - no more, no less - and head out to  
 

Tip 2 
• retirement homes 

• school fairs 

• long queues of people waiting, like event ticket sales 

• street performing 

• your own family events 

• local markets 

• visit hospital wards 

• scan community noticeboards for events 

• after school care 
 

It is hit and miss whether people will say yes to you performing a few 
tricks, but I have always had a pretty good success rate. Make sure you 
allay all their concerns in your approach to them. 
 
I used to say something like, My name is Julian Mather and I'm a local 
magician. I'm putting together some new material and I always like to 
test it out before I put it in one of my shows. I don't have any bookings 
this Saturday so I thought I could come to your event and add some 
laughter and fun. I'd be happy to do this for an hour and it will cost you 
nothing. 
 
You have just told them that you are local, you're a magician, you have 
shows (maybe they're in your head and no one has seen them yet), you 
have some free time around your (in the future) bookings. Everything 
you have said is fair and reasonable. Sometimes you need to stretch the 
truth a bit to get your foot in the door. 
 
Be aware that often this will trigger them into asking, how much do you 
charge to come for the whole day? Have a figure ready you are 
comfortable with, but follow it up with you already have other 
commitments that day anyway. Unless of course you feel ready to take a 
booking. If you aren't confident, then don't overcommit yourself. Small 
steps. 
 
Once you are getting more confident, you can work for testimonials 
instead of money. Just say you will come down for an hour in return for a 
few lines of written testimonial. Once you have a few testimonials, this 
makes it easier for you to start charging for your time. You'll be surprised 
at how quickly it all starts to build. But you need to take that first step. 
 



 

 

You are going to come up against the vexed question of Public Liability 
Insurance. Most professional performers are covered for an amount 
around 20 million dollars. If someone were to get a paper cut from one 
of your playing cards and they decided to sue the event organisers then 
your insurance company would pay the money. You and the event 
organisers don't lose everything you own. If you were juggling fire or 
knives then you would need it. Explain to the organiser that you are just 
doing some card tricks and quietly strolling around talking to people. 
Reassure them you don't throw anything or use any dangerous objects. 
It will usually satisfy their concerns. If they insist, then it's up to you to 
decide what you want to do. 
 

Tip 3 
Immediately after every performance, as soon as you sit back in the car 
or get on the bus, get out a notepad, and pen, and write down everything 

that comes into your head. You will 
have learnt an enormous amount from 
doing it for real in front of people. 
Capitalise on all the mistakes you 
made by writing them down while they 
are fresh in your mind. When you get 
home, make up a list of the things you 
need to do to improve. I call this 
immediate debriefing. I have folders 
full of notes that have helped me 
improve. 

 

So to those who are champing at the bit to start, 

thanks for reading and off you go.... 
 
If you need a bit of help and extra encouragement to get yourself 
organised, I ask you this one question....    



 

 

    

What's stopping you? 
 
A lot of the time there is no one answer to that question. There's 
probably a whole lot of small things you can't quite put your finger on 
that are holding you back. 
 
Alright then let's take a look at a lot of those small things and address 
them, one by one. 
 
"I just don't have time to do this" "I just don't have time to do this" "I just don't have time to do this" "I just don't have time to do this"     
 
I can't pre-suppose your position and you may well have personal 
situations that preclude you from living out your dreams, but more often 
than not, people have more time than they think. 

But there's not enough hours in the week! This is something I regularly 
hear from people who are having trouble moving forward. Let's look at 
that claim. 

There are 168 hours in a week and you work 40 of 

them, approximately. If you’re getting a good 8 hours a night, you sleep 
56 of them. That leaves 72 hours a week to do other things.  

Ok, you’ve got to eat & shower, so let’s 
allow 3 hrs a day for that = 21 hrs. 
That’s 51 hours left. Ok, so you’ve got 
to catch the bus, buy food etc … you 
can have another 10 hours for that.  

That leaves 41 hours, that's over 40 
hours a week at your disposal.  

Here's a sad but true fact. The majority 
of people choose to spend that 41 
hours in front of the TV or the 
computer. Turn off the TV. Truly. It's the 

one thing that's enabled me to have many interesting and fulfilling 
careers and interests. I've been a soldier, documentary cameraman, 
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author, amateur botanist, magician, juggler, mountaineer, parent and 
high school failure. 

You have the power to start changing your life. You’ve got to prioritise, 
and it all starts with one simple click of a button. If you choose to spend 
your time sitting in front of the TV then that’s your choice, however get 

used get used to this sound ... swoosh ... that’ll be the sound of 

your life passing you by. 

To borrow an analogy: You know Jesus had walked on water, divided 
loaves and fishes, died on the cross and risen from the dead all by the 
time he was 33 ... now there’s an over achiever. 

There's a famous Australian entertainer named Rolf Harris and he once 
said, 'Take your obsession, make it your profession and you’ll never work 
a day again in your life.' I've taken that to heart. 

Of course I am not suggesting that what works for me will work for 
everybody, but if you can get yourself to follow some of the steps that I 
use, you will have given yourself something far more useful than any 
positive thinking book can offer. What I offer are tools that you can carry 
around for the rest of your life in your own tool bag of life skills. By using 
these tools you keep moving forward, step by step, generating your own 
positive thoughts, because life all of a sudden looks like one big 
opportunity once you have the tools to take it on.  

Being a practical person, tools are important to me. What you will read 
here are ways that you can apply the ideas we will discuss. 

Self Improvement resources, by and large, are a waste of time. It's a lot 
of mumbo jumbo as far as I'm concerned. So what makes what I'm 
offering any different? 

The biggest point of difference is that everything I put on these pages 
has in some way helped me get to where I wanted to go. Read some of 
my other writings and you'll find the same direct, practical approaches. 
Why do I bang on about this? Because life is short. So much to do and 
so little time. Positive thinking means nothing without positive action. 
Don't waste your time with self help books. Come on now, on your bike 
... 

If you've got an idea knocking around inside your head and you want to 
liberate it from the confines of your cranium and realise it, there's one 
thing to do. 



 

 

Maybe you want to be a magician? Maybe you just want to be able to 
stand up in front of a group of friends and confidently be able to tell a 
joke? 

Here's the first thing I do and the first thing you need to do, no 
exceptions. ... 

 

1: If You Really Want To Do Something.. 

Then Write It Down 

Just write it down!  

It’s a symbolic act, it marks a starting point. A journey of a thousand 
miles begins with one small step. Like a politician turns a sod of earth 
with a silver spade when they announce the start of a new building, it is 
a symbolic act. BUT WAIT! I've been bleating on about giving you only 

practical information. Hang in there, it's 
coming. 

Companies do this all the time. They call 
it their mission statement. One of the 
best mission statements of all time was 
from the beverage giant Pepsi. Theirs 
was 'BEAT COKE'  

Whatever you write, keep it short and to 
the point. Mine is Use magic to 

entertain, motivate and help people to become more confident. 

Here's the useful bit. Now put . Now put . Now put . Now put your own personal mission your own personal mission your own personal mission your own personal mission statementstatementstatementstatement    
somewhere you can see it, everydaysomewhere you can see it, everydaysomewhere you can see it, everydaysomewhere you can see it, everyday. Make it visible. I put mine on my 
bathroom mirror so I see it every time I brush my teeth. Maybe you are in 
a situation where you want discretion. Then put it in your undies draw 
and you’ll see it every day, that’s assuming you change your undies 
everyday. 

Don't under estimate the power this simple act has to keep you focused, 
on track. It helps generate passion, which is something I'll talk about 
soon. 

Self improvement courses are usually full of padding. What I've just told 
you would take up a whole chapter in some books. You don't need that, 
you just need to get a pen and paper and sticky tape and go start 
writing. NOW. 



 

 

So now you’ve written down your dream, but how do you turn a dream 
into a goal?  

This is it. This next tool I use is a big one. In fact I would say this one 
thing alone has brought me more success than any other one thing that 
I use. 

That idea you have in your head, the one you've just written down, that's 
a dream. Your goal is to make that dream happen. 

Then what's a goal? In soccer it's one point but that's not important right 
at this moment ... 

A Goal is a Dream With A Deadline 

And deadline is the key word. Deadlines create results! Self 
improvement mumbo jumbo doesn't. Go throw those positive thinking 
books away right now. 

All through life you are subject to 
deadlines ... assignments you 
have to hand in, closing dates for 
competitions, the stores are 
packed at 11pm on Christmas 
Eve because we all get motivated 
by a deadline. So why aren't we 
ever told to impose deadlines 
upon ourselves.  

Set yourself realistic deadlines. To do this article I’m writing now I set 
myself one hour to get it completed. Larger projects like renovating the 
house I live in I allowed myself 10 years. My motivational show for 
schools had a 12 month deadline. Smaller things like jobs around the 
house I’ll just write them in my diary.  

Talking of diaries … who uses a diary? Give that person a day off work! 
Get used to using one all the time, then with a highlighter mark the 
completion date and put in reminder notices in earlier pages--6 months 
to go, 1 month to go, 1 week to go. 

Now you have a deadline, you need a methodical approach to putting a 
whole series of steps in place. I'll tell you about that next, but only if you 
have thrown out those ideas you found in the positive thinking books. 
How much have you actually achieved with those ideas? I'm guessing it's 
very little. I hope you are getting excited about this process. Again it has 
worked for me, maybe it will for you. Regardless you will find bits and 
pieces you can adapt to suit yourself. 



 

 

You've Got To Have a Plan 

However I don't give you the plan, you come up with that yourself. I don't 
tell you what to do. I give you the tools to do it. What you DO with your 
plan is my concern. Again everything I do has a physical application. 

Let's look at what a plan is. A plan is just a list of mini goals because 
sometimes your big goal just seems too big, too overwhelming. By 
making a plan you break your idea down into manageable, bite size 
chunks that are easy to digest. And I don’t mean making up a plan in 
your head. I mean a well thought out, written down plan.  

The type I use is just a simple tree branch sort of an affair with the goal 
at the top. This is broken into categories, further sub categories, further 
sub categories. It's important to put down even the smallest details like 
each person you need to call. There’s a very good reason for doing this. 

Every time you finish something 
that’s on the list you put a line 
through it in RED ink and pretty 
quickly you can see yourself 
making progress. 

It’s a very powerful visual 
reminder that helps motivate you 
to keep going. I have been doing 
this for over twenty years and still 

I’m always amazed at just how quickly the list get crossed off. I'm a firm 
believer that motivation lies within all of us. Sometimes it's a sleeping 
bear that needs to be roused. I find that having visual reminders helps 
me enormously to summon this motivation. My workspace is cluttered 
with these sorts of lists all with red ink through them. You just keep 
crossing them off. Because you have made each one a small, 
achievable task they get done. All of a sudden, there comes the day you 
get to the last thing.  

This is where things can get scary because you have to step out of your 
comfort zone, but you know what, there are ways to deal with that too.  

What is success?What is success?What is success?What is success? 

If success is achieving what you set out to do, then I've had moderate 
success. I didn’t do all that well on the report cards at school. What I did 
have was a lot of energy and a head full of ideas. I was lucky that I made 
good in the end, my inexhaustible passion for things propping up my 
deficiencies in other areas. Along the way I've had some small 
successes. It was the 25 years as a globe trotting cameraman that has 
given me the greatest insight into how to achieve success. 



 

 

That job has gave me a ringside view of life: up close and personal, 
seeing all the details you miss from the distance, hearing the private 
whispers, tasting a bit of the sweat from life's stinging right handers. I 
have come across so many people, from prince to pauper as they say. 

I’ve met prime ministers, movie stars, kangaroo shooters and sporting 
legends, all who are all successful. I’ve also met politicians, movie stars, 
roo shooters, sports people who are unsuccessful.  

So it’s clear that brains, money, good looks and athletic ability are no 
guarantee that you will be successful. 

The one thing above all that I’ve seen define successful people is this: 

Successful people are willing to go the extra mile and do what Successful people are willing to go the extra mile and do what Successful people are willing to go the extra mile and do what Successful people are willing to go the extra mile and do what 
unsuccessful people aren’t willing to do.unsuccessful people aren’t willing to do.unsuccessful people aren’t willing to do.unsuccessful people aren’t willing to do. 

• Success is hard work 
• Success is persistence 
• Success is making a list at the end of the day of the 5 most 

important things you have to do tomorrow and doing them 
• Success is tiresome 

But life rewards hard work and persistence. I’ve seen it hundreds of 
times, with the exception of Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian.  

To move forward to have to accept this next line as an immutable law: 

If you don’t get out of your comfort 

zone you’ll never advance. 

Improving yourself requires a level of discomfort. That discomfort is 
short lived though, because the benefits, the rewards that come with 
achievement are like a drug. Once you taste how sweet it is, you start to 
like it and go back for more. But you have to accept that you WILL HAVE WILL HAVE WILL HAVE WILL HAVE 
TOTOTOTO do things you don't want to.  

Becoming better at something isn’t meant to 
be easy. Here’s a tip. If you’re finding it too 
easy then chances are, you’re probably not 
trying hard enough. 

But hang in there, there's ways to smooth 
out what you think will be a bumpy ride. 



 

 

Fear comes in all shapes and sizes. 

I love adventure. I am quite happy dangling out of helicopters and 
climbing mountains but dealing with people can still make me nervous. 
Do you know what really scares me? Talking on the phone. Weird huh. 

But I knew I had to do something about it cause it was holding me back. 

I had to confront and overcome my fears. I had to deal with those things 
that made me feel uncomfortable because  

The more you avoid confronting those 

fears, the worse those fears will get.  

If you are here because you want to become more confident, then I'm 
sure you have fears too. But everyday you put off dealing with it, the 
harder it will be for you to conquer it. So I have an idea I call my safety 
net. I use it just like a circus acrobat does. You can go out on a limb but 
if you fall it softens your landing. It's the same principle you have just 
seen in the magic safety 
net. 

So in the case of phone 
calls, I make up phone 
scripts. These are just lists 
of all the key points I need 
to cover. When I am making 
important phone calls I 
always do this as I have a 
tendency to lose 
confidence, to start 
worrying that the person at 
the other end might reject my idea, and my argument starts to fall apart. 
With my phone script at hand I can come straight back on track. This is a 
small example but is has helped me enormously. 

All good magicians use this same idea when they are performing. It's 
called your script. You know your show back to front because you have 
rehearsed and performed your script. Once this is second nature to you, 
then you start to try out new lines and routines. If you get no response 
from the new material you just return to the safety of your script. We'll 
look at other examples later. It's just one of the many tools you can use 
to learn how to gain confidence. Look, I'm nothing special so just 
remember that when I say If I can do it, you can do it, I really mean it..  



 

 

But positive thinking adds up to little if you don't follow it with positive 
action. The world doesn't need any more positive "thinkers", it needs 
people who are willing to take actual steps to improving their lives. 
These are the people who subscribe to the idea of positive action as 
opposed to navel gazing. 

Sure, the power of positive thinking 
has its place. I personally know and 
respect many people who use 
positive thinking techniques to great 
effect BUT they already have an 
established pattern of putting their 
ideas into action. If you are having 
trouble getting off the couch and 
turning the TV off, you don't need 
280 pages of a book called 
something like The Power of Positive 
Thinking that cost you $24.95 to tell 
you to do it, you just need to do it.  

The writers of these self help books know that too. Have you ever 
noticed how they rarely give you everything you need to know in the one 
volume. They encourage you to spend just another $24.95 and the 
secrets will be yours. There are no secrets, just a slow slog of one foot in 
front of the other. The positive thinking industry thrives on your fear of 
failure - and mine - and keeps offering you yet another book with a 
catchy title. Nine times out of ten that just keeps you on the couch 
thinking about thinking positively instead of acting positively. 

I'll tell you a story that might help you get off the couch; it helps me stay 
off the couch. It's a story about a little tree that became a giant in the 
biological world. 

Sixteen years ago the world didn’t even know this tree existed until a 
National Parks Ranger named Dave Noble was wandering around the 
remotest Canyons of Wollemi National Park, about 200kms NW of 
Sydney in Australia. He came across a stand of trees that were 
completely out of place. In his own words, "They stood out like a 
dinosaur at a dog show."  

He took a sample back to National Parks HQ. No luck there in identifying 
it. He then took a sample to the State Botanic Gardens. No luck there 
either. It was a mystery until some bright spark decided to look in the 
fossil record and bingo! There it was, a tree that had not been seen for 
23 million years. If this tree had been an animal it would have been like 
finding a dinosaur that has secretly survived just two hours away from 
one of the world's large cities. 



 

 

But there's more than meets the eye with this tree called the Wollemi 
Pine. If you have ever watched CSI Miami or CSI New York you will know 
that they always get the killer because of the DNA from the one hair the 
killer left at the crime scene. And just like fingerprints nobody has the 
same DNA; everybody’s DNA is uniquely theirs. That’s because if we all 
had the same DNA we’d be exact copies of each other and this is bad. 
Why? Because if a disease could kill one of us then it would kill the 
entire species ie. Everybody on the entire planet. Nature has cleverly 
arranged it so We have different DNA so we can survive.  

Even the pot plants in your garden do this. Every animal and plant has 
different DNA ,except the Wollemi Pine. 

Which is why this tree is so amazing - remember one disease can wipe 
out the whole population so how this tree has survived for more than 23 
million years is a mystery. What has this got to do with the power of 
positive thinking? Hang in there. 

So this little fella is special. Just how special can be measured by the 
extraordinary lengths the government has gone to keep it’s location a 
secret. Talk about hard to get to; it is logistically shrouded in secret 
government bureaucracy and physically, not for the feint hearted. 

So just who can get to see the Wollemi Pines? 

The Director of National Parks isn't allowed. The Premier of the State 
isn't allowed. The Prime Minister of Australia isn't allowed. Two of the 
world's foremost naturalists Sir David Attenborough and David Suzuki 
asked and guess what, they weren't allowed. 

Up until early 2005 only 19 people in the world had ever seen the 
Wollemi Pines, that is until I came along and became number 20. 

Why me? Right place at the right time is the 
short answer. The National Parks Service had 
spent eight years seeding and growing half a 
million of these little fellas in pots to be 
released on to the world market in October 
2006. (By providing ample tree stock they 
reasoned this would reduce the threat of 
plant poachers taking the wild trees.) New 
footage of the trees was required as there 
was going to be great interest and as this is 
the media age, supplying fresh, high quality 
footage was of paramount importance. 
(That's me in the photo getting ready to 
abseil in.) 



 

 

The ABC network was well respected for it's science unit - if you don't 
know I was a documentary cameraman - and as the trees are in a very 
hard to get to place at the bottom of a large gorge, I was asked to film 
them as I have lots of mountaineering and climbing experience. 

Now the New South Wales government are very secretive about the 
gorge's location. All I can tell you is it’s in the remotest part of Wollemi 
National Park northwest of Sydney. Before I was even considered as a 
possible candidate to visit the site I had to sign a three page disclaimer 
document saying I wouldn’t reveal the location to anyone. The 
authorities then checked my gear for any hidden GPS devices. 

Access was by 
helicopter and that too 
came with a proviso: I 
had to agree to be 
blindfolded for the flight 
in. They issued me with 
a cheap pillowcase for 
the purpose. (That's me 
on the right in the 
photo) The terrain was 
very steep so the 
chopper couldn’t land. 

The only option was to fly in and put the front of the helicopter's skids on 
the edge of a small rock ledge then hover as we exited the chopper and 

unloaded the camera 
and climbing gear. Two 
abseils down vertical 
rock walls followed. 
Then a kilometre walk 
along the valley floor. 
Still one last security 
obstacle: a quarantine 
footbath to remove any 
diseases we may have 
inadvertently brought in. 

Wow, what a place. Only 
ten percent of the light 

made it to the valley floor so it was dim and moody. The mossy floor was 
spongy underfoot. It was a bit like Jurassic park except their was no 
brooding music playing in the background. And there in front of me were 
trees that were last seen by dinosaurs. They were much greener- almost 
lime green - than the rest of the foliage. The leaves had arranged 
themselves attractively in fishbone patterns. The biggest, named King 
Billy, was 38 metres tall. Strangest of all was the bark. In Australia we 
have a breakfast cereal called Coco Pops. (Chocolate flavoured balls of 



 

 

popped rice). The trunk looked like it had been covered in these. For a 
few hours I was in a very special place on this planet. 

People say you are so lucky to have seen this place, to have had these 
experiences. Yes I am, but you know what? Never once did the power of 
positive thinking get me there. Years of getting up early to tiresomely 
master my craft, getting out of the habit of watching TV every night and 
forcing myself to regularly save money were key in my being there. I 
believe you make your own luck. There are experiences around every 
day but you have to position yourself to grab them. You have to chase 
them, they don’t come to you. And I’ll be honest with you, if you think 
that you can spend most of your time in front of the telly, or the 
computer and think that interesting things are going to happen to you, 
then good luck because I've found experiences don’t happen in these 
places, they happen out there, in the real world. 

Now I’ve got a couple of 
good friends and these 
guys are really out there 
people. Glen Singleman 
is the guy in this photo. 
They held the world 
record for BASEjumping 
from the highest cliffs in 
the world. They taught 
me something really 
valuable and I’ll share it 
with you. They say: If : If : If : If 

you want more of the same, do more of the sameyou want more of the same, do more of the sameyou want more of the same, do more of the sameyou want more of the same, do more of the same. That is if you want 
your life to go on the same, just keep doing the same things you are 
doing now. Nothing will change until you make it change. 

And I think that the little Wollemi Pine is a great metaphor for this. In the 
bottom of the gorge the seedlings only grow two to five centimetres tall - 
that's 1 to 2 inches. There’s so little light on the forest floor they stay 
stunted for 25 to 50 years ,doing nothing much but sitting very still until 
one day something changes. A big tree falls and carves a hole in the 

forest canopy and the light streams 
in. Then it grows and reaches it’s 
potential. 

And it’s the same for all of us. If we 
stay inside, in the dark of our 
rooms, the only illumination coming 
from the flicker of the TV or the 
computer screen, we’ll never really 
grow. 



 

 

So I challenge you ... Get off the couch, put down your copy of 

The Power of Positive Thinking, get out of the house and start chasing 
those opportunities. There are no magic formulas. Just keep putting one 
foot in front of the other and you'll get there. It’s a really interesting 
world out there and it’s got your name on it. 

I'm continually looking for ways to lift my game. When I find something 
that works I modify it to suit my situation and include it in my daily 
routines. Some stay, some fall by the wayside. Some are so good that I 
want to tell the world. This is one of those. 

I've been lucky to have befriended some terrific people who just by being 
in their presence have inspired me to strive for more self improvement 
and motivation. I mention many of these in detail in my book, The The The The 
Second Best Job In the WorldSecond Best Job In the WorldSecond Best Job In the WorldSecond Best Job In the World. One of them is named Trevor. 

About 20 years ago I was sitting in the Wild Horse Truck Stop in the town 
of Barstow, on the highway between Los Angeles and Las Vegas. I was 
on a 7 week climbing trip around the USA with my two friends, Ken and 
Trevor. Now Trevor’s a very enthusiastic, excitable sort of person. He has 
the enthusiasm of an eight year old on Christmas morning and a never 
ending inquisitiveness. This is matched by an eagerness to ask why?  

So we’re sitting there in the diner and in walk two highway patrol cops, 
with shiny sheriff badges and big guns on their sides. Trevor says "It’s 
just like you see on TV. I’m going to ask them if I can have look at their 
guns." I jumped in, "No way Trevor, you can’t do that." Trevor asked 
why?? And I said, "You just don't do that sort of thing." It took a 
millisecond for Trevor to ignore my lame answer and lean towards the 
officers to begin a charm offensive. His outstretched hand led the 
charge. In his best Australian accent he caught them off guard, "Gidday, 
I’m Trevor from Australia, can I have a look at your guns?" Well by now 
I'm cringing, expecting these guys to spread eagle Trevor across the bar 
and provide him with a closer look at their guns than Trevor had 
bargained for. They said, "You say your name's Trevor, from Aust-ra-lia, 
hey my sister’s been to Australia, what part? ... Brisbane, heck, my 
sister’s been to Brisbane. Yeah sure you can look at my gun!" 

To cut a long story short, the police gave us the grand tour of their guns, 
their cars, their police station, their seized machine guns, their police 
dogs and their town of Barstow. If I had stopped my mate Trevor asking 
what I thought was a dumb question, I would have missed out on what 
was one of the best hours of my life. I’m really passionate about this 
because I’ve seen wonderful things happen to people who weren’t afraid 
to ask, where had it been left to me, we would have missed out simply 
because I was the only one who thought it was a dumb question. 



 

 

Please quote me on this Please quote me on this Please quote me on this Please quote me on this next next next next one: one: one: one:     

There is no such thing as a dumb 

question  

Once you accept this and start practising it you will find it is like casting 
off manacles that have been holding you back your whole life. This one 
thing, above all else, has helped me to become more confident 

A few things are for sure here:::: 

1. If you don’t ask it’ll never happen anyway or as I like saying 

It's amazing what you don't get when you don't askIt's amazing what you don't get when you don't askIt's amazing what you don't get when you don't askIt's amazing what you don't get when you don't ask    

2. The worst thing that can happen is people can say NoNoNoNo ... ahh! That 
word that scared me for so long but when I actually stopped and thought 
about it, never once have I started to bleed or been cursed with a rare 
disease. Funny that. Why are we afraid of that little word? 

3. You can’t know everything. It's ok not to know everything. It’s ok to be 
a beginner.  

Now I actually make a point of asking dumb questions now and I have 
become a bit of an expert at it. My life is so much better for it now. I’ll let 
you in on a really good tip that I’ve learnt from asking lots and lots of 
these “dumb” questions: 

Next time you want to ask a question but feel embarrassed, just preface 
it with this 

You’re going to think I’m a bit stupid asking this - PAUSE - but I’m going 
to ask it anyway 

What this does is it immediately makes the person you are asking feel 
empathy for you; they remember the times they have felt the same way 
and they will probably say something like this, "Oh no, go on, ask me." So 
now you’ve turned the situation around to them wanting you to ask the 
question. That puts you in such a good position. So don't waste the 
opportunity, launch in and ask the question. Remember the worstworstworstworst thing 
that can happen is they will say no. 

I want to help you become confident but you need to start setting 
yourself challenges, small ones, today. This is a great way to achieve 
motivation which will build self confidence which will chip away at those 
concrete shoes of self doubt that are holding you back.  



 

 

 

 

What to do next? 
 

1. Decide what it is you want to do and write it downwrite it downwrite it downwrite it down 
 

2. Write out your planWrite out your planWrite out your planWrite out your plan on paper 
 

3. Set yourself a realistic deadlineSet yourself a realistic deadlineSet yourself a realistic deadlineSet yourself a realistic deadline and stick it somewhere you will 
see it. 
 

4. Purchase what essentials you need from my magic store. 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/magic-store.html  
I would suggest Hernando the World's Strongest FleaHernando the World's Strongest FleaHernando the World's Strongest FleaHernando the World's Strongest Flea and the 
SureSureSureSure----Fire  Laugh GettersFire  Laugh GettersFire  Laugh GettersFire  Laugh Getters    as a good starting point. 
    

5. Quickly decide on your opener, middle and closer. 
    

6. Rehearse them (with a deadline) 
    

7. Find an audience, anyone! 
    

8. Take a deep breath, put a smile on your face and remember I'm 
there in spirit helping you to succeed.    

 
 

    
“It’s impossible,” said pride.“It’s impossible,” said pride.“It’s impossible,” said pride.“It’s impossible,” said pride.    
“It’s risky,” said exper“It’s risky,” said exper“It’s risky,” said exper“It’s risky,” said experience.ience.ience.ience.    
“It’s pointless,” said reason.“It’s pointless,” said reason.“It’s pointless,” said reason.“It’s pointless,” said reason.    
“Give it a try,” whispered“Give it a try,” whispered“Give it a try,” whispered“Give it a try,” whispered    the heart.the heart.the heart.the heart.    

 

 

Good luck and thanks for reading! 
 
 

Want to make the magic world a better place? 
Go tell your friends about this! 
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You can contact Julian via these websites: 
 
http://www.liveyourmagicdream.com 
 
http://getpaidtobeamagician.com 
 
http://www.buildyourmagicshow.com 
 
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/index.html 
 
http://www.julianmather.com/ 
 
http://www.school-magic-shows.com/ 
 
or through 
 
FaceBookFaceBookFaceBookFaceBook    
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Julians-Magician-
School/153255041441114?ref=tn_tnmn 
    
YouTubeYouTubeYouTubeYouTube    
http://www.youtube.com/user/julianmather1?feature=mhsn 
 
 

http://www.liveyourmagicdream.com
http://getpaidtobeamagician.com
http://www.buildyourmagicshow.com
http://www.birthday-party-magician.com/index.html
http://www.julianmather.com/
http://www.school-magic-shows.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Julians-Magician-School/153255041441114?ref=tn_tnmn
http://www.youtube.com/user/julianmather1?feature=mhsn



